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NEED FOR TRUE COMPETITION
n=116

1 I believe the biggest issue is the lack of competitive rates.  Either there should be a
"fairer" rate or entry of competition to affect rate setting behavior.

4 Time Warner should absolutely have competition - these guys are crooks!  TWs
practice of awarding credit for cable service outages is non-existent PCTV should
not be launched if it is going to raise our taxes.

10 Cable is way too expensive; need competition to bring prices down.

19 First the monopoly must be eliminated.  With no competition there is little need for
a competitive rater structure.  The cost of cable TV has increased 100% in 6 years. 
Ridiculous.

50 We have lived in Penfield for 8 years and 10 months.  Our cable bill from Time
Warner $21 per month when we initiated service and now it is almost $50 per
month.  Wither we need competition or rates need to go down.

83 I used to have cable, now I have satellite.  The cable rate increases are
unwarranted; there needs to me more competition.  That's why I switched to
satellite.

104 our picture for channel 10 is still terrible; a second cable service would be good for
competition and lower the rates.

106 I would like a choice between two cable operators.

170 Allow competition.

175 Expedite getting other cable providers in the community to offer alternatives to
TW current charges for service are excessive.

178 Allow competition to lower the rates.

191 Need to improve the quality of the picture on various channels, especially 13; need
to reduce the cost of the basic and standard cable.  The price is way too high - we
need some competition.  This worked for garbage collection.

255 TW needs competition to improve its services and fees.  They price discriminate
(offer different prices to different customers) by giving coupons and other
discounts.  Their only competition is satellite (which is what I have now)
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272 TW should not be allowed to be a monopoly.  They should compete with other
companies so prices would lower.  The price of cable is ridiculous.

289 Had to reinstall RR as it wasn't done properly the first time; there should be
competition among cable service companies offered in town, no just one cable
service available.

321 I was not able to get a vacation waiver - no credit given.  Would like to see
competition for cable services; this could yield better rates for cable service, greater
options, improved service and provide a choice in service problems.

346 TW should have to compete for my business.  They are a rip off - rates much too
high.  Digital service is a rip off.   Credit for service outages is a rip off.  TW
stinks.  Get competition as TW is a predatory monopoly.

356 Another company would offer us options and competitive rates.  The new
technology is wonderful but very expensive.  Our bill is over $100 a month and we
do not have digital service.

390 How about some competition for TW: it might help to reduce their charges.  I
would like the ability to not have to pay for individual channels that I do not use or
want.

400 Their pricing is outrageous.  They need some competition.

441 This survey is a crock - it is just a marketing survey for TW.  TW should compete
for my business company-to-company not mail barrages.  TW leaves things out in
its installation practices.  PCTV is negligent.  Why should TW decide how many
community channels there are?  PEG on cable is just more power for TW.  Get
competition!

442 TW is excellent, but soooo expensive.  TW has no competition.

446 TW has not cleared up the ghosts on local channels despite many visits and
unsuccessful efforts; get some competitor to challenge TW rates and lack of quality
on local channels (picture/ghosts).

462 Ever since they installed a digital feed which was mandatory, I have had to make
numerous phone calls and have had 5 service calls.  Before digital feed I never had
to call or have service.  I also hate 5 HBOs when one would do.  I hate paying $70
a month.  Seventy dollars a month for TV is ludicrous.  If they had competition, it
would be better for consumers.  When doing digital feed, they say it is the same
price, but ultimately it is not.
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464 We used to be cable TV subscribers but cancelled our cable due to constantly
increasing prices.  We are in support of cable companies competing for customers
because prices may be more reasonable.

480 Please let's get another cable company to compete

481 TW is a monopoly

483 I would like to choose my cable provider

502 Would like to see another cable company in this area

504 Competition

506 I would like to see lower rates - $60 per month is a ridiculous amount to spend on
television.  Satellite TV is looking better.  TW needs competition.  This was an
EXCELLENT survey; please keep the community informed.

522 Without competition their rates just keep increasing

531 Grossly inaccurate cable television guide.  I tape a lot of old movies and the guide
was okay until August of 2001 when suddenly almost all the AMC, TCM movies
are not what they list in the guide.  I have lived in an area where there was cable
competition and rates were half what they are here, for twice as many channels. 
TW only responds to threats to go to the press.  Luckily for me, I am moving back
to where cable TV is better.

533 Offer more than one cable company.  More value for the money is needed.

557 CTV is way too expensive and it is a monopoly.  Service is excellent but cost is
excessive.  There is only one option for cable service and cable modem internet
service therefore a monopoly exists.  TW can charge whatever it wants and this
cost is excessive considering most of the channels have some commercials for
products that we buy.  This should reduce the costs.  We spend $840 per year for
cable and $600 per year on internet service; this is just too much.

560 Cable rates are excessive for service provided.  As a result I have since switched to
satellite.  Rates should be regulated or further co petition introduced.  Finally TW
is very slow to introduce new channels.

565 They should not be allowed to raise rates at anytime the please.  Just because they
do not have any competition other than satellite.
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580 I wish there were more channel selection options - instead of all or none.  Not more
channels, but the freedom to choose just certain ones.  For a lower cost.  It seems to
me that time Warner knows they are the only ones to choose from and just keep
raising rates.  They do throw more channels in sometimes, but I don't want more
channels, I just want lower rates.

635 Need competition - price is way too high and service is mediocre.

638 We need competition - TW charges way too much and many channels have
shadows that cannot be removed according to the technicians.

641 To download you need 250 Kbyte/second throughput which is their advertised
throughput and is very rarely achieved.  Open up the Penfield area to other cable
providers.  TW costs are too high, especially for standard services.  They need
some competition.  Who funds channels 4, 12, and 15 right now?

670 We should have competition for cable services in Penfield.  Our current rates are
very over priced for the quality of service delivered.  Also we should be able to pay
for only the channels we want and not chose to subscribe to "standard"
programming that includes channels we are not viewing and never will.

706 I believe that TW's rates are high and there should be competition with another
company.  They also never give credit unless you call them; during the ice storm
power was out and cable service was out before the power.  I received no credit as I
forgot to call.

749 There should be competition or more government control to keep the cost of cable
within reason.  Cable prices are too high and the rate of increase is ridiculous.

750 Cable TV companies should be forced to have and allow competition.  They know
they are the only company and their service and quality reflect it.

761 If we don't get some competition in the cable system, TW is going to drive their
rates out of sight.  Tucson has a wireless option with a small roof antennae.  Is this
possible here?

775 It is unconscionable that there is no cable competition in Penfield; credit for service
outages never happens unless I argue for it; 

787 TW's handling of customer service is absolutely awful when you cancel service; I
just switched to satellite...it's less expensive and better picture. TW needs
competition buddy!

789 More reasonable prices; competition for cable service; better digital cable quality
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(reliable, high quality image)

845 Cable rates are way too high.  That's what happens when a monopoly exists.  Why
doesn't the town do something about it?  Most people only watch a small number
of channels, yet we have to pay for all the channels with little choice.  I want to be
able to choose a small number of channels and just pay for them.  I have to pay for
60-something channels, 50 of which I don't watch.

879 We have always felt TW is way too overpriced.  They definitely need competition.

882 TW gives good service but it is very expensive.  I would like to see more cable
competition so we have more choices.

899 My biggest complaint with TW is one has no choice of other cable companies.  No
choice in selection of channels changed in the 2 or 3 package s offered by TW.

924 I definitely feel ripped off as a captive of TW.  Their frequent rate hikes are very
unacceptable.

926 Your rates are too high and you have no real competition!

966 State of the art should be an option available to everyone; competitor rates are
unknown; we have not been awarded for outages we have had; when you call the
cable company you have to press zero to get past the computer generated menu. 
TW benefits financially from doing business in Penfield.  The company should not
take from the community without giving something back as an expression of
appreciation for our business.  The PEG programming currently offered is a good
start. 

994 Repair and service call practices are slow and surly.  Put the wires underground;
get competition; lower the prices.

1015 TW is way too expensive in comparison to the programming choices.  If I could get
local programming with a Dish I would go that route.  I am not a TW fan at all. 
Bring in competition.

1017 Competition is needed as rates are too high (compared to Newport News, VA). 
The new digital sports package is a rip off.  I don't have or want digital so if I'm to
lose sports channels which I want, lower my rates.  With local news available on
channels 7, 8, 10, 11 and 13 why have channel 9 at all?  Eliminate this needless
duplication of service and lower our cable rates accordingly.

1044 The last call I made to TW was to cancel; TW sucks.
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1079 During the ice storm cable wire from pole to house partly detached from pole.  I
called Time Warner and since we had recently cancelled service, they said they
would note we "were concerned" about the downed wire.  The wire was still
attached partly to the pole.  The never came to fix it.  Finally a Rochester telephone
man cut the cable for us.  Time Warner has abused their monopoly.  Exceedingly
high rates, poor picture quality, frequent outages in my area of Penfield.

1084 Compared to other communities this size, service is very expensive and there are
too many not-interesting channels included.  Please add competition and more
channel selection ability.

1105 TW needs competition.  They are the only game in town and they run the show.

1139 Every year there is an increase in price.  I do not like the fact that TW can charge
any amount of money for their service.  Every year they raise the prices, they need
competition.  When I first started using TW it was $19 a month.  Now it is $50 for
the same thing.

1148 The last time I called TW was to cancel service.  I am fed up with the rate
increases.  I am now a satellite owner and very happy.  TW needs competition.

1153 Competition.

1159 Do not like how TW groups channels into special packages - not a la carte or all
inclusive in Digital package.  For example, new Sports Tier taking away Empire
Sports from digital subscription.  Competition will be good.

1177 The last time I called TW was to complain about the Moving service/hours of
"wait" time

1195 Should not be a monopoly - should allow customer choice of channels, no bundling

1206 TW is generally reliable with good choices available, however, they need
competition because their rate for everything are too high.

1221 It is very important that TW have a competitor.

1224 First off, I would like to thank you for asking my opinion on TW.  Now the fact of
the matter is I have been so dissatisfied with TW overall.  I moved to Penfield in
October 2002, a brand new customer, I asked TW if they had any specials for new
customers or any deals.  I had a verbal quote for the installation, the persons' name
who gave it to me, and the day my cable was installed the service man gave me a
bill that matched the quote; I wrote a check for the full amount and then I received
a bill for way
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1225 Why can I not receive HBO, Showtime, etc. without a special box that costs an
extra $6 a month for each television.  Penfield should research other cable
companies - TW needs competition.  Why do we need a box to receive HBO and
Showtime with an extra cost factor of $6 per month per TV?

1228 Our cable was on the ground for 2.5 weeks after the recent ice storm; no television
and no computer.  We were disgusted.  We need competition to improve things.

1237 Poor signal strength on digital cable; there should be much more competition for
cable TV service in this area.  In Detroit, MI, there are at least four cable services
offering 200 channels at rates lower than TW in Rochester NY.

1263 Need another cable company besides TW
1269 We need competition to lower rates.  You get more & cheaper with a dish.

1295 Another cable operator is very important - why can't you download and start
watching immediately while the rest of the movie downloads.  Last time I called it
was because I needed help with RR.

1321 Billing is very confusing; they need simplify it so I can see what I'm paying for. 
Prices for all services are too high.  I pay over $140 a month including Road
Runner.  Need competition.

1377 There needs to be competition.  Time Warner dictates rates which outpace
inflation, and what channels are available.  They give you a lot of channels you
don't want under basic and Standard service, and charge you extra for the ones you
want.  Competition is critical.

1389 Get a competing cable firm to put price pressure on TW

1411 Would like a choice of cable providers

1462 I would like the opportunity to choose among more than one cable provider.  I
would like more flexibility in choosing individual channels rather than just a basic
group or standard group.

1479 Please bring in another cable company to compete.  TW is way over priced.

1484 We need more competition and need to be able to pay a la carte for channels we
want.  There are at least 10 of the channels offered that we never use.

1504 Bring in another cable company

1517 We need more than one cable company competitive for our business to get
improved service/price.  Satellite isn't really a true competitor as it approximates
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but does not duplicate what we get from cable (with cable as many TV sets as you
want can pick up the signal)

1521 Need competition

1525 Need competition, prices are too high

1529 What would replace 4, 12 and 15 if TW reduced them?  I believe that with
competition the public benefits.

1530 There should be more competition; existing cable rates are outrageously high
compared to basic telephone service which is a much better value.

1579 They need competition so we don't have to pay such high rates
1588 At least competition for TW

1602 We own 2 homes in Penfield.  With current prices for cable I will not pay for hook
ups in both homes.  I feel they need competition in the area with possible better
prices and better customer service.

1629 A competitive cable company, and lower, more realistic prices.

1638 I would like to see more than one program provider on the cable network.  Also
other improvements in the rate structure are needed: with the increase in
advertisements time per program a decrease in rates should be implemented.  Non
entertainment channels should be optional and if within a package of channels they
should directly reduce one's rate/cost.  When a channel runs "info-mercials" where
for 30 minutes or an hour. All that is available is a commercial a credit to ones
monthly bill should apply.

1641 The town does an excellent job with the community channels.  We need more
competition than just TW.

1678 Cable TV to high.  I would like to see competition and deregulation.

1696 Road Runner costs too much.  Competition should help.  On analog service why
does TW not include TV Guide channel (scrolling what's on channel) as they do in
the souther tier.  And they don't pay extra for it in Elmira.

1704 Bunching select channels is all or nothing.  Want to see the ability to select only
channels watched.  TWs prices are too high and can't use a dish - tried, poor signal
- trees.  No competition.
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1749 There needs to be competition in the area so that TW is forced to offer better
quality products and lower rates.  There needs to be a focus and priority put on
bringing more high definition programming to Rochester.  Even Buffalo has HD
stations - where are ours?

1782 Less of a monopoly-type price.  Sorry but your costs are so high!

1794 This is a survey that seems very limited in scope.  Competition is necessary
because choices are limited and digital cable is too expensive.

1795 More competition

1799 I know that our rates are very high for cable; compared to other parts of the country
that also have a choice of 2 or more companies.

1800 Additional company to lower rates - $50 a month for basic cable is
OUTRAGEOUS!

1804 TW is a monopoly and it is imperative that consumers have a reasonable choice of
service providers.

1809 Allow competition to reduce prices

1812 Different cable company

1832 Cheaper service, competition

1833 Cable costs need to be lowered; TW monopoly is awful for the cable customer

1880 All channels digital at cheaper rates - no more monopoly

1910 More competition and cheaper rates and NFL ticket

1925 Another cable company would be great - too many issues with TW and their prices
are ridiculous

1926 For the poor programming, consistent network repeats, and channel selection the
TW rates are outrageous.  The billing for the amount of channels and continuing
terrible programming is outrageous.  TW has no competition so they have a
monopoly on the market and take full advantage of it.  There are more times than
not that we flip through all of the channels provided and there is virtually nothing
to watch that is not a repeat or on consecutively over and over. 
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NEED FOR REDUCED RATES
[n=365]

1 I believe the biggest issue is the lack of competitive rates.  Either there should be a
"fairer" rate or entry of competition to affect rate setting behavior.

10 Cable is way too expensive; need competition to bring prices down.

18 Should be able to buy equipment rather than having to rent .  Total cost is too high.

19 First the monopoly must be eliminated.  With no competition there is little need for
a competitive rater structure.  The cost of cable TV has increased 100% in 6 years. 
Ridiculous.

24 Please try to look in to a cheaper cable service.   I am hoping for better service and
programming and having to pay less.

30 I am very upset that rates have continually exceeded the rates of inflation by about
2-3 times inflation rate.  No more community channels unless the addition will
reduce cable rates.

34 Lower prices for all services and the right to choose individual stations you want

35 May switch to satellite because of costs - prices are getting too high

37 Basic cable is much too expensive

50 We have lived in Penfield for 8 years and 10 months.  Our cable bill from Time
Warner $21 per month when we initiated service and now it is almost $50 per
month.  Wither we need competition or rates need to go down.

68 cable rates are becoming outrageous
75 cable rates are cost prohibitive - unreasonable.  Sound quality is poor at times.

79 Tried to get a discount due to the power outage associated with the ice storm.  The
amount they credited me was a ridiculously low amount.  I want rates to go lower,
period.

83 I used to have cable, now I have satellite.  The cable rate increases are
unwarranted; there needs to me more competition.  That's why I switched to
satellite.

84 Lower the cost by allowing people to select only what they want.
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85 reduce price of service; allow network channels (non cable) to be broadcast with no
interference.

104 our picture for channel 10 is still terrible; a second cable service would be good for
competition and lower the rates.

114 I like having one channel for local Penfield usage - I am fairly happy with cable,
but I find having to pay each month for the remote control, set top terminal,
franchise fees on top of the other fees is excessive.

117 I have standard service and I am happy with the programs however, for basic cable,
it is very expensive.

127 TW's prices are out of control!  We use Dish Network instead.  Refuse to even
consider TW until prices come down.

134 I don't know why CTV has to pay fees to Penfield; I would rather have lower bill.

139 We would like an a la carte programming to be offered.  If this is not an option, we
would like to have different packages to choose from besides just standard and
basic cable.  Also, lower the prices!

141 I would like to see speed channel added at no cost, and also rates are way to high
for watching ratio of 50% commercials and 50% programs.  Lower the rates, I don't
need all the garbage commercials.

143 Digital service is absolutely outrageous.

144 Lower the rates!

148 There are cable stations only available with digital cable (such as Game Show
Network) that I would like to see available to regular customers, even if there is an
ala carte charge.  It used to have some stations available this way for I believe $1
per month charge.  I will never go to digital as I am a senior citizen on a fixed
income.  When we started with CTV years ago, it was under $20 a month, and now
it is almost $50 a month and over half the stations I do not have an interest in. 

168 Lower prices and add a la carte choices of channels.

175 Expedite getting other cable providers in the community to offer alternatives to
TW current charges for service are excessive.

178 Allow competition to lower the rates.
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182 Lower the price for channels 20-99 or let us choose only the channels we want to
pay for per channel.  Get rid of vertical lines on picture.

187 We have recently discontinued our cable and Road Runner due to the outrageous
cost.  We have basic cable now at $7.50 per month.  We also get shadows on all
the local stations and have never been able to get it fixed.

188 The number of stations and the cost of service are more important than offering
state of the art systems.  Why can't local communities share the public/local
stations to keep cable costs down?

191 Need to improve the quality of the picture on various channels, especially 13; need
to reduce the cost of the basic and standard cable.  The price is way too high - we
need some competition.  This worked for garbage collection.

195 Improve costs and the structure of tier services.

213 Price reduction!

230 TW rates are too high; more competition is needed to bring rates down.  I'd like to
see cafeteria style options for channel selection.

238 Charges for standard cable are too high and there have been too many rate changes
in a year.

239 Have not subscribed to TW since 1995.  Got sick and tired of rate increases - in our
last year as customers we had SEVEN rate increases in one year!!  And poor
customer service.  I use TW digital at work (city Fire station) and have regular
picture problems.  Have lost picture several times during one show.  I have no
intention of ever using them again.  Got a satellite system and I love it!

240 Price is too high!  Price is too high!  Price is too high!

270 Lower the bill each month - it is too expensive and older people can not afford it!

272 TW should not be allowed to be a monopoly.  They should compete with other
 companies so prices would lower.  The price of cable is ridiculous.

277 The charges for expanded cable is too much - $15 too much.  The cost of HBO
should be cut in half.  They basically charge too much for an old technology.

284 Reduce costs.

288 When I changed to digital, I didn't see much of a quality change; rates are high
enough without additional PEG channels; we continue to have interference on our
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TV.  Service says it is the electric company and they say it is the television.  The
customer suffers and rates continue to rise.  What do you think?

298 Cable was too expensive through TW; should have a menu to price and choose
specific channels you subscribe to instead of packages.  A la carte and
competitively priced would be great.

318 I would like to see lower rates for cable.

321 I was not able to get a vacation waiver - no credit given.  Would like to see
competition for cable services; this could yield better rates for cable service, greater
options, improved service and provide a choice in service problems.

329 TW is way too expensive - most channels are useless and annual cost increases are
outrageous.  We use satellite.

330 If reducing channels 4/12/15 will reduce my bill, I am okay with eliminating them

346 TW should have to compete for my business.  They are a rip off - rates much too
high.  Digital service is a rip off.   Credit for service outages is a rip off.  TW
stinks.  Get competition as TW is a predatory monopoly.

355 Cable rates are way too high.

356 Another company would offer us options and competitive rates.  The new
technology is wonderful but very expensive.  Our bill is over $100 a month and we
do not have digital service.

359 The rates are so high so why can't TW eliminate extra charges for remotes or TV
Cable ready boxes?

363 Why is TW allowed to raise cable rates one or even more times per year and
usually at a level greater than that of inflation every year?

367 Lower cost.  More flexibility in choosing channels I want (and voiding channels I
don't want).  No more cost increases supposedly justified by adding more channels
that I don't want!!!

379 I gave up cable about 2 years ago at a cost of about $500 per year.  The number of
inane and banal channels were not worth the money.  If I could select several
channels and pay a pro-rated fee, I might be interested.

383 Cut cost of service
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387 Rates are not competitive.  We dropped cable in favor satellite because we could
get twice as many channels (100) for $10 less a month and that was with two
satellite boxes.

389 TW cable should have a 3rd band of channels or some way to reduce unwanted
channels.  The rate charged by TW is much, much too high.

390 How about some competition for TW: it might help to reduce their charges.  I
would like the ability to not have to pay for individual channels that I do not use or
want.

398 Quality is good, but expensive.

399 TW southern tier offers more programming on basic for less money.  The Hallmark
channel, National Geographic, We, Oxygen, Lifetime.  Call cable in Rochester and
you are told it's demographics - does not make any sense; We pay more for less
than a number of places within NY state.  Why?

400 Their pricing is outrageous.  They need some competition.

402 Require TW to actually improve programming when rates are increased.

406 Cancelled cable due to cost and mega-problems with service (box and DVR stuff)

415 Spending a lot of money to sit through a lot of advertisements

421 Cable TV is too expensive; I am switching to DirecTV next month.

422 Reduce costs - too many charges

423 Cancelled DVR service; it was unreliable and buggy.  Reduce rates - no more
nickle and diming the customer.

429 Rates are outrageously high; I never receive service credits; I downgraded to basic
service because standard is just too high

432 Lower cable rates

438 I don't subscribe to cable because it is too expensive and often offensive
programming.  But I wish I could get channel 12.

442 TW is excellent, but soooo expensive.  TW has no competition.

446 TW has not cleared up the ghosts on local channels despite many visits and
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unsuccessful efforts; get some competitor to challenge TW rates and lack of quality
on local channels (picture/ghosts).

447 Local stations have poor sound and picture quality.  Only pay for stations customer
wants; improve local station reception; rates too high; 75% of stations are never
watched.

455 Constantly increasing rates are out of control!

462 Ever since they installed a digital feed which was mandatory, I have had to make
numerous phone calls and have had 5 service calls.  Before digital feed I never had
to call or have service.  I also hate 5 HBOs when one would do.  I hate paying $70
a month.  Seventy dollars a month for TV is ludicrous.  If they had competition, it
would be better for consumers.  When doing digital feed, they say it is the same
price, but ultimately it is not.

464 We used to be cable TV subscribers but cancelled our cable due to constantly
increasing prices.  We are in support of cable companies competing for customers
because prices may be more reasonable.

470 Reduce the cost

471 Cost of subscription service is too high for the broadcast.  Cost of digital services
just makes matters worse.  We should be able to get that quality at a lower cost.

472 Cable too expensive

477 Lower cost of service

505 Lower prices

506 I would like to see lower rates - $60 per month is a ridiculous amount to spend on
television.  Satellite TV is looking better.  TW needs competition.  This was an
EXCELLENT survey; please keep the community informed.

515 We have an $85 Radio Shack antennae in the attic and get great reception.

522 Without competition their rates just keep increasing

524 TW's installation practices are poor - it took several MONTHS to get a cable
buried.  We do not need another community channel - we already have two.  I
would like to see a la carte pricing on channels such as Weather channel, CNN,
Headline News.  I am not interested in spending the money for full standard
service.
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525 Why do you charge so much tax for PCTV - gouging?

531 Grossly inaccurate cable television guide.  I tape a lot of old movies and the guide
was okay until August of 2001 when suddenly almost all the AMC, TCM movies
are not what they list in the guide.  I have lived in an area where there was cable
competition and rates were half what they are here, for twice as many channels. 
TW only responds to threats to go to the press.  Luckily for me, I am moving back
to where cable TV is better.

533 Offer more than one cable company.  More value for the money is needed.
536 TW's practice of awarding credit for cable service outages is not proactive; you

have to call them.  TW forces you to go to digital and there is no quality difference;
it is just way more money.

551 Just to let you know, we have satellite service and only basic cable for the local
channels.  The quality of satellite is far superior to cable.  As soon as DirecTV gets
the local channels, we will get rid of TW.  The dish is much cheaper for what you
get.

557 CTV is way too expensive and it is a monopoly.  Service is excellent but cost is
excessive.  There is only one option for cable service and cable modem internet
service therefore a monopoly exists.  TW can charge whatever it wants and this
cost is excessive considering most of the channels have some commercials for
products that we buy.  This should reduce the costs.  We spend $840 per year for
cable and $600 per year on internet service; this is just too much.

560 Cable rates are excessive for service provided.  As a result I have since switched to
satellite.  Rates should be regulated or further co petition introduced.  Finally TW
is very slow to introduce new channels.

565 They should not be allowed to raise rates at anytime the please.  Just because they
do not have any competition other than satellite.

569 I was told I had to upgrade to digital even though my television is not digital. 
Reduce the costs to subscribe.  Don't force customers to digital/to upgrade.  

571 Digital service is too expensive.

572 Reduced rates and less garbage channels.  I am not interested in religious channels
or QVC.

580 I wish there were more channel selection options - instead of all or none.  Not more
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channels, but the freedom to choose just certain ones.  For a lower cost.  It seems to
me that time Warner knows they are the only ones to choose from and just keep
raising rates.  They do throw more channels in sometimes, but I don't want more
channels, I just want lower rates.

587 You should be able to pick the channels you want and pay for them per channel.  I
don't like that we will have to go to digital and pay more money for something we
don't want.  The price keeps going up, but most people are not getting payed more. 
Half or more the channels are garbage.

591 The premium services - HBO are way overpriced for the value received.
592 Drop Cable - poor value proposition.  Cable is a poor value.  The programming is a

joke, who needs 2 shopping channels, 3 Spanish channels, 4 religious channels,
etc.  I go to the movies.  At least you get something for your money.

600 Rates are too high.

602 We should be able to choose the channels we would be most interested in receiving
and be charged accordingly.

604 Self improvement and home improvement would be good.  My in-laws in
Bethlehem, PA had multiple companies available and their rates were lower.

622 Reduce the cost.

633 Reduce rates to match satellite television.

635 Need competition - price is way too high and service is mediocre.

638 We need competition - TW charges way too much and many channels have
shadows that cannot be removed according to the technicians.

639 I would like to see movie channels for less money.

641 To download you need 250 Kbyte/second throughput which is their advertised
throughput and is very rarely achieved.  Open up the Penfield area to other cable
providers.  TW costs are too high, especially for standard services.  They need
some competition.  Who funds channels 4, 12, and 15 right now?

642 Price and lower service plan

647 Biggest complaint is the cost.  It is exorbitant.  The service is fine but the cost is
ridiculous.  When I tell people from elsewhere what we, pay their chins drop in
disbelief.
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655 Lower costs

657 It is way too expensive

659 Too much advertising from TWC.  If they reduced the advertising and reduced
rates they might be doing something worthwhile.  I do not need an ad a week from
TW - it goes to the recycle bin.  If one could subscribe to only the channels one
would watch and the rates were per channel and local channels were free, now that
would be an improvement.  With low or lower rates more people might be able to
afford or benefit from cable TV.

662 Basic cable (Ch 2-19) offers very little for viewers.  And standard cable (Ch 20-99)
is very high priced for the actual channels watched.  Let us pay a per channel fee 
or the channels we want.

670 We should have competition for cable services in Penfield.  Our current rates are
very over priced for the quality of service delivered.  Also we should be able to pay
for only the channels we want and not chose to subscribe to "standard"
programming that includes channels we are not viewing and never will.

671 Price is too expensive.

673 Eliminate the cable franchise fees.  I don't see any benefit to the community.  It is
just another tax being hidden from the community.

693 Been on a fixed income for 18 years.  Can not afford another rate increase.  What
happened to the assurance, before congressional committee, rates will level off
after deregulation?  In the last 10 years total rates for basic/standard has doubled. 
Many channels on standard are never look at such
as3/5/6/28/29/39/40/41/42/43/48/49/59/62/

695 Cable TV in Penfield has steadily increased over the years The cost is absolutely
way too high.  There should be a choice of companies to create competition and
lower prices.  The cost for cable in Penfield is a rip-off.  Penfield should do
something about this.

701 Need to offer different  packages to reduce consumer cost and allow us to pick the
stations we want not what TW thinks we should take cafeteria style.

702 The price is too high - we should be able to choose only the channels we want -
why should we pay for all channels
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706 I believe that TW's rates are high and there should be competition with another
company.  They also never give credit unless you call them; during the ice storm
power was out and cable service was out before the power.  I received no credit as I
forgot to call.

707 I detest having to pay to watch paid advertising on channel 65 during the week and
practically every channel on the weekends.  I don't want to watch or have to pay for
that crap.  I worked too hard for my money.  The rates keep going up and my pay
check stays the same.  I am all for cancelling cable altogether!  Thank God for
videos.

714 I only have channels 2-99; no prime cable.  PCTV is not important, however I do
follow what is going on in Penfield; this is important.  Basic and standard is too
expensive for Seniors.  If they don't want to reduce entirely, they should have a
reduced rate for seniors (over age 60-65).

716 I only watch one channel within the basic offering and no more than 3 channels
outside of the basic offering.  The charge for this viewing profile is exorbitant.

725 There are far too many garbage channels that you pay for which seems pretty
exorbitant.

726 I would reduce the community channels only if it will reduce the cost of cable
overall.   Too many useless channels keeping price way too high.

731 I cancelled cable as it was too much money.  Lower rates.

733 Reduce rates; improvement of programming options; charge a per channel price -
no more dictated bundled packages.

749 There should be competition or more government control to keep the cost of cable
within reason.  Cable prices are too high and the rate of increase is ridiculous.

752 Installation should be required through a wall (not through the carpet)/floors) just
like any other utility.  Time Warner is expensive.

761 If we don't get some competition in the cable system, TW is going to drive their
rates out of sight.  Tucson has a wireless option with a small roof antennae.  Is this
possible here?

771 Rates are too high, compared to satellite.

783 The cost of cable tv service is ridiculously high.  I have cable channels 1-68 (no
digital or premium channels) and the cost has increased about $12-15 over the past
3 years for the same service.
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787 TW's handling of customer service is absolutely awful when you cancel service; I
just switched to satellite...it's less expensive and better picture. TW needs
competition buddy!

789 More reasonable prices; competition for cable service; better digital cable quality
(reliable, high quality image)

804 Price for cable is too high.  Keeps going up and up a $100 a month for basic digital
cable is a lot!

806 There are too many channels for too much money.

815 TW costs too much.  Add in RR and we are at $100 a month.  Ridiculous
profiteering.

830 We have DirecTV with our own antennae and although we live in Penfield we
receive Webster community.  We switched from TW to DTV 3 years ago and it is
cheaper, you get more sports, and a clearer picture.

833 Standard cable service should be available for no more than one dollar a day!!

842 In this survey it would ne nice to have a rating between Satisfactory and Excellent. 
The cost of TW services seem high.  I would be nice to have more options in the
way they bundle channels for different costs.

844 Lower rates!

845 Cable rates are way too high.  That's what happens when a monopoly exists.  Why
doesn't the town do something about it?  Most people only watch a small number
of channels, yet we have to pay for all the channels with little choice.  I want to be
able to choose a small number of channels and just pay for them.  I have to pay for
60-something channels, 50 of which I don't watch.

853 All channels should be a la carte.  We don't like paying for unnecessary channels. 
The price is too exorbitant to not have selection options.

861 Lower costs similar to satellite

868 Pay +$50 ANALOG/$75 DIGITAL PER MONTH IS WAY TOO MUCH

879 We have always felt TW is way too overpriced.  They definitely need competition.

882 TW gives good service but it is very expensive.  I would like to see more cable
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competition so we have more choices.

883 State of the art is not a major priority for me.  Basic service should be less than $10
a month.  I never have time to watch PCTV.  "Normal" cable rates are ridiculous
and the standard type service doesn't even include a TV  guide!  Would suggest
giving discount to TV cable computer subscribers.

892 I have satellite - my mother has cable - I get more stations for less money than she
does.  When the price of cable (for TV and computer) comes down I might
consider Road Runner.  Until then cable is a rip off.

893 I never watch PCTV.  I can't speak for the whole community.  Reduce rates; rates
over the last 15 years have increased 3-4 times.  I think that is too fast.  CEO pays
should be capped.  Special reduced rates should be offered to senior citizens.

898 Cost of cable too high for seniors.

903 Who decide that digital is "crisper?"  I see a very small difference and it is
expensive.  We were never reimbursed for the ice storm outages.

906 TW pricing is erratic and unfair.  I have asked several times for a price list and
received none.  Everyone I know pays a different price.  I want a la carte
programming.

907 I wish I could afford cable; my reception is very bad.

914 Lower rates

917 We have choices now - Cable, DirecTV satellite or good old antennae.  I would
welcome a composite service for TV/internet/phone.  Basic cable is higher than it
should be with commercial advertising every 8 minutes.  If you have a HDTV the
digital service is a good deal, otherwise it is barely a recognizable change.  Picture
and sound quality are adequate.  TW technicians are excellent; even the
subcontractors stick to appointments.  Downloading movies is hardly business
critical.

924 I definitely feel ripped off as a captive of TW.  Their frequent rate hikes are very
unacceptable.

925 Other TW customers in the same neighborhood have additional channels and
services at the same cost I pay.  Canandaigua and Webster get many more channels
(Animal Planet and Soap TV) for "standard" service.

926 Your rates are too high and you have no real competition!
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927 Too expensive for the bullshit you provide.  If you want to improve something
offer more a la carte channels.

930 When I had cable for TV I had a lot of billing issues and problems.  Very costly .  I
have satellite for TV now.

935 Switched to basic due to outrageous cost for watching so many commercials

942 Would like option for cable service with only 10-20 channels for moderate cost. 
Cancelled cable.  Would use it if a moderate ($15-25 per month) option was
available.

950 The rates are ridiculous and the personnel are not up front with what is promotional
rate.  And when these deals expire.  Very deceptive business practices.

954 Pay for channels a la carte.  Add on screen guide; Syracuse has this with basic
cable.  Lower monthly rates.  Do not like paying for channels we never watch when
you add them.

957 Why do cable prices vary depending on where you live within the same county? 
Price is too high.  Seems like channels 12 and 15 show the same thing.

958 TW is too expensive.

968 Sometimes channel 8-10-13 are fuzzy.  Too expensive.

973 Why can't we order and play for only the channels we desire.  Cost is now or soon
will be prohibitive.

974 The price of cable is too high.

979 Lower the prices.

980 TW lost me as a customer a year ago after almost 10 years of being a customer. 
They charge too much for basic cable so we switched to satellite.  We get more
channels and it's 2 times cheaper.

981 Rates and rate increase practices used by TW are terrible.

993 Rates are too high for other than basic service.  Should be able to pick and choose
channels.

994 Repair and service call practices are slow and surly.  Put the wires underground;
get competition; lower the prices.
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995 Lower rates.

999 Cable companies should offer PEG free of charge.  TW services are very pricey.

1004 Cable TV needs to have choice in programming.  I would eliminate ½ of the
channels.  I would support the additional PEG programming if TW would in turn
reduce my cable bill.  It's crazy.  I do not watch any of the Christian stations nor the
Spanish speaking stations, nor the ones dedicated to Blacks.  I need choice in
programming and reduced cost - the expense is ridiculous.  The programming is
terrible.

1007 Rates are too high; they continue to raise prices for the same services.

1015 TW is way too expensive in comparison to the programming choices.  If I could get
local programming with a Dish I would go that route.  I am not a TW fan at all. 
Bring in competition.

1017 Competition is needed as rates are too high (compared to Newport News, VA). 
The new digital sports package is a rip off.  I don't have or want digital so if I'm to
lose sports channels which I want, lower my rates.  With local news available on
channels 7, 8, 10, 11 and 13 why have channel 9 at all?  Eliminate this needless
duplication of service and lower our cable rates accordingly.

1031 Computerized answering machines take forever.  They should have a real person
answering the phone.  Price is ridiculous to be able to watch TV - after a certain
hour 80% is paid programming it is terrible.

1033 Basic and standard rates are too high.  Make cost competitive with DSL - at present
TW rates are excessive for basis and standard.

1036 I had an installation scheduled and after 3 trips we are almost done.  It is so
expensive.  I was only a basic (channels 2-19) customer until TW offered me ½ off. 
Then it is justifiable.  Once the price goes up, I don't want to subscribe.

1037 Cable bill is already too high and service has declined for regular digital with all
this "on demand" TV.  Cheaper rates for multiple TVs on digital; either cheaper
digital programs or better programming; of all the gazillion channels, most are
garbage and we never watch them.  Why not let customers select 10-20 channels
they will watch; who cares about the hopscotch channel anyway?  We don't need a
new PCTV channel - incorporate announcements into the current channel.

1042 Lower standard rates - channels 20-99

1047 Terminate our service and remove the cable from a pole to our house; get rid of
Time Warner.  Their rates are outrageous and I don't need 6 more religious
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channels and 3 more sports channels.

1054 Service packages of number of channels is not what public wants.  We have
discontinued service once due to our consideration that price much higher than
value offered.  We believe they will cherry pick channel groups (sports) and then
offer only for extra fee.  Most channels offer programming we are uninterested in
they seem to always ask our preferences and then not follow and not explain why
they have followed a different path.

1066 Lower cost.

1079 During the ice storm cable wire from pole to house partly detached from pole.  I
called Time Warner and since we had recently cancelled service, they said they
would note we "were concerned" about the downed wire.  The wire was still
attached partly to the pole.  The never came to fix it.  Finally a Rochester telephone
man cut the cable for us.  Time Warner has abused their monopoly.  Exceedingly
high rates, poor picture quality, frequent outages in my area of Penfield.

1084 Compared to other communities this size, service is very expensive and there are
too many not-interesting channels included.  Please add competition and more
channel selection ability.

1096 You should be able to get a clear picture with standard cable, not have to upgrade
to digital just to get good quality.  I had digital and went back to standard cable
because digital was just too expensive.

1100 We do not have cable TV and have no interest in obtaining it.  Town broadcast
information should also be on the internet; cable is a waste of time and money.

1109 We receive too little value for the price.  We should be offered a pay per view
menu.  Too many channels of no interest, e.g.: Home Shopping, Foreign Speaking.

1110 Very few people watch town meeting programs, I believe.  You should do a survey
to find out about this.  There are enough self improvement shows on cable now. 
There is no reason to have more than one community channel in Penfield.  The
Penfield Community newspaper is sufficient; we don't need both.  Lower the rates. 
Relatives in Florida have the same channels and they pay half of what we pay for a
month of cable.  So do relatives in the southern tier of NY state.

1116 Cost is way too high and movie selection is poor.

1121 Overall satisfaction with TW is poor and it's all about billing.  Prices are too high. 
They want payment in advance for service you haven't received.

1139 Every year there is an increase in price.  I do not like the fact that TW can charge
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any amount of money for their service.  Every year they raise the prices, they need
competition.  When I first started using TW it was $19 a month.  Now it is $50 for
the same thing.

1145 Lower prices in condo areas.

1148 The last time I called TW was to cancel service.  I am fed up with the rate
increases.  I am now a satellite owner and very happy.  TW needs competition.

1150 Lower cost.

1158 TW's installation practices are poor - it depends on the crew.  Better rates for the
more channels you sign up for. And more selections for different kinds of packages
without paying for programs and channels we don't want.

1165 Cheaper, no packages, free channels

1177 The last time I called TW was to complain about the Moving service/hours of
"wait" time

1179 Lower rates for all cable service

1183 TW charges too much - would like more choice, specifically the ability to choose
just a few stations.

1185 The installation practices are poor - they drilled through my window frame!  I agree
with TW's idea to cut the community stations if it will reduce my costs.  We need
better rates, otherwise great service.

1187 I agree with TW's idea to cut the community stations if it will reduce my costs. 
Reduce rates - they are too high for value TW provides.

1198 I think we should pay for the channels we use. $50 is a lot of money to bring in
three extra channels for us.  When I called TW last there was a lot of waiting time.

1206 TW is generally reliable with good choices available, however, they need
competition because their rate for everything are too high.

1207 The prices are way too high and a discount should be given for subscribing to cable
and Road Runner.

1212 Lower service fees

1216 Rates are too high.
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1224 First off, I would like to thank you for asking my opinion on TW.  Now the fact of
the matter is I have been so dissatisfied with TW overall.  I moved to Penfield in
October 2002, a brand new customer, I asked TW if they had any specials for new
customers or any deals.  I had a verbal quote for the installation, the persons' name
who gave it to me, and the day my cable was installed the service man gave me a
bill that matched the quote; I wrote a check for the full amount and then I received
a bill for it anyway

1225 Why can I not receive HBO, Showtime, etc. without a special box that costs an
extra $6 a month for each television.  Penfield should research other cable
companies - TW needs competition.  Why do we need a box to receive HBO and
Showtime with an extra cost factor of $6 per month per TV?

1241 Lower rates

1245 Pricing policy – too many useless stations too high a price on standard.  Would
rather see more cost per channel options and few standard stations.

1260 You should be able to start viewing downloaded movies immediately - full
download time should not matter; prices should be below that of satellite
competitors

1266 The price is too high.  The channel choices are repetitive and unappealing.  We
don't subscribe because of these two facts.  They are two strikes.  It is a lose-lose.

1268 Rates are too high and we should not have to pay for foreign language channels . 
There should also be a lower rate for people not wanting all channels that TW
elects for viewing.

1269 We need competition to lower rates.  You get more & cheaper with a dish.

1271 Questions about RR installation, password and log in.  Lower your rates.

1273 Cable is very expensive, especially digital.

1282 I think the cable company should allow me to choose the stations that I want so I
could lower my cost.  Every year more stations are added that I do not want and it
just ups my costs.  Now they are adding porn that I definitely do not want.  If I
cannot drop the station I am going to have to drop cable.

1288 State of the art cable is important but where do we get it?  They are way over
priced.  When you call for service it is always 2-3 days until you see someone. 
Customer service reps are rude.  Cable rates are high.  All you get for $62 a month
is paid programming and news on 15 channels.  Repeat movies all the time.  Cable
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sucks.  Digital is from about channel 105 and up and I am supposed to be paying
for Digital on all channels not 1/3 of the channels.  Programs suck 3/4 of the time
they are repeats.

1293 Better pricing - fewer channels devoted to selling 24 hours a day

1294 Lower prices

1296 We have 70 cable stations and watch about 8.  We should not have to pay for
infomercials, QVC, etc.  We have relatives around the country and no one pays
near the price we do for cable.

1297 We switched to DirecTV because of the high cost of cable.

1302 Way too expensive; I am thinking of cancelling at $78/month

1304 Should not have to call twice to get credit; franchise fees are too high

1321 Billing is very confusing; they need simplify it so I can see what I'm paying for. 
Prices for all services are too high.  I pay over $140 a month including Road
Runner.  Need competition.

1327 Why does it cost those of us in Penfield more than it costs residents in Hamlin and
Hilton, etc.?

1342 Digital service offers crisp clear pictures, but only if you have a digital TV,
otherwise there is no difference.  At times, we lose the picture briefly.  During the
ice storm I never received any credit for down time.  I agree with TW about
cancelling the community channels only if it will save money for the cable
subscriber.  75% of programs aired are useless, ridiculous or repeats.  And the cost
to channel surf is ridiculous.  It's too bad you can't buy a new television that has an
internal receiver.

1345 TW should reduce the price it charges

1348 Cable TV is way too expensive with far too many advertisements.  There should be
a package reduced rate for cable television with Road Runner.

1352 The rate charged for basic cable is 2 times the rate it should be.  Channels 8 and 10
have poor picture and sound quality.  TW is okay except for the high cost. 
Residents don't really get to produce their own television shows.  There are cheaper
ways to self educate.  Allen's Creek Valley townhouses could have one cable
access like other communities and the going rate for these installations is under
$15 per month.  TW has denied service.
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1359 The cost for cable (standard) is outrageously high.  Average cost for cable
nationally is $35.

1364 TW service is too expensive.

1378 Reduce rates for standard cable

1381 Cable TV is too expensive

1390 Cheaper cable rates

1396 Lower the rates

1402 Need for cheaper cable

1404 The rate charged by TW for basic cable service is much higher than it should be
compared to Buffalo satellite

1418 Need to be cheaper

1427 Should be able to pick your own channels.  Way too many which we don't watch
but have to pay for.  Cable is getting out of hand with cost.

1436 Linked to inflation - competitive pricing - no more of higher
1442 Digital service is too high.  I didn't know they had a practice of awarding credit for

cable service outages.  It's just too expensive we love the music channels so we
have to pay more - however the monthly fee keeps going up.  We are retired on a
fixed income, and we might have to drop some channels.  We now pay $91.42.

1450 My last call to TW was to ask about Road Runner; Cable prices keep going up and
I am retired for 15 years.  My income is going down, and prices going up, I can not
stand any more price increases.

1466 Our picture on the local channels is terrible.  Also the same exact service in our
Florida home is $14.71 per month – why is it $35 more here?

1468 Cost too high

1472 Would pay the 50 cents for PEG if a 50 cent credit were given in another section of
the bill; lower rate for both RR and cable.  It is too expensive for both standard
service and Road Runner.
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1473 Lower the prices

1479 Please bring in another cable company to compete.  TW is way over priced.

1507 There are too many channels that we never watch that we must pay for like the
Selling channels and the Spanish speaking channels, etc.  Monthly prices are too
high - we are now paying $49.14 and that is too high for what little we watch. We
should be able to pick the very channels we watch and only pay for those channels. 
Thank you.

1512 Way too much money

1513 I am very frustrated by the fact that people who have the same standard service
from TW in Syracuse get more channels, i.e., National Geographic channel and
they pay less.  The Public Service Commission needs to have this brought to their
attention.

1515 Price is very excessive - should be able to pay and choose only the channels you
wish to view.  Cable gives free cable (maximum) to all their employees and our
rates keep rising with approved rate increases.

1517 We need more than one cable company competitive for our business to get
improved service/price.  Satellite isn't really a true competitor as it approximates
but does not duplicate what we get from cable (with cable as many TV sets as you
want can pick up the signal)

1523 It needs to be less expensive

1525 Need competition, prices are too high

1526 Better reception, lower prices

1527 Change service from basic cable to local stations only due to cost

1530 There should be more competition; existing cable rates are outrageously high
compared to basic telephone service which is a much better value.

1531 Reduce costs, TW making too much profit

1532 PCTV is not important and excessive.  Price increases are much too frequent.

1544 Cable rates - too high for the kind of programs received.

1545 Lower cost by 20%
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1547 Would like to see lower prices for retired citizens

1551 Better prices and be able to pick and choose which channels to have.  And I mean
way low in the prices.  Plus better service.

1552 Too expensive, cable and Road Runner are $130 a month

1557 To have cable TV disconnected.  I get a much better picture (digital) with Dish
satellite and pay less for it.  Basic cable is almost $50 a month and picture has poor
quality.

1570 Lower price better channel selection

1579 They need competition so we don't have to pay such high rates

1582 Cable company has still not buried my cable; better pricing

1585 Lower monthly fees

1590 Recently cancelled due to high cost

1593 Cost is an issue, the programs contain so many re runs and often shows on
premium channels are also run on 20-99.  Not having cable is not an option if one
desires a decent picture.  Also, while this is not your problem, commercials are too
long and resent them on channels I pay to view.  At one time cable equaled no ads. 
Now we often find we wonder what we are paying for – answer an over normal
amount for commercials and that is very frustrating financially.

1602 We own 2 homes in Penfield.  With current prices for cable I will not pay for hook
ups in both homes.  I feel they need competition in the area with possible better
prices and better customer service.

1606 I am generally satisfied with everything except rates which are too high.

1615 The monthly charge for standard cable channels is excessive especially when they
repeat the same programs over and over; TW leaves a lot to be desired.

1619 Costs way too much for cable without HBO, Cinemax, (Channel 4-67) they should
provide Road Runner for free

1620 It would be great to see lower prices offered on cable digital service and high speed
internet.
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1621 I had service downgraded to basic.  Another time I was overcharged and had
already paid the bill so I called to get credit for the mischarge

1629 A competitive cable company, and lower, more realistic prices.

1631 I think the rate for digital is too high.  Analog is also high.  There are too many
shopping programs.

1638 I would like to see more than one program provider on the cable network.  Also
other improvements in the rate structure are needed: with the increase in
advertisements time per program a decrease in rates should be implemented.  Non
entertainment channels should be optional and if within a package of channels they
should directly reduce one's rate/cost.  When a channel runs "info-mercials" where
for 30 minutes or an hour. All that is available is a commercial a credit to ones
monthly bill should apply.

1643 Cable costs are much too high and they are pricing the service out of my reach.  I
worked in NJ and the cable company gave senior discounts and I am going to cut
back to the standard service next month.

1650 Lower rates - less forums and less sports

1655 Much lower rates for standard cable - should be no more than $25 maximum
1657 We are unhappy with the rising price and decreasing value of cable and we will be

switching to a dish soon.

1663 Lower rates, way to high.  TW is out of control; most people I now have switched
to satellite

1665 The biggest problem is the channels they offer for large fees.  Too many without
good programs and paid commercials with the late evening hours being the worst. 
They get our money and money from those who advertise.  Need programming. 
Digital TV channels need to be offered in packages that are smaller and cheaper
and I don't need radio channels either.

1669 Only if it reduces the rates do I want any community channels removed

1676 Use metal hooks to run cable lines to trailers; the plastic breaks and it is a mess.  I
speak as someone with plastic now.  Prices are way too high.  Trees are not
trimmed properly around cable lines from pole to pole.

1678 Cable TV to high.  I would like to see competition and deregulation.
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1680 I'd be willing to reduce the number of community channels if it lowers my rates.

1684 Thank you for not blindly renewing the TW contract.  Rate are the single biggest
complaint.  Next, channel tiering has poor channel assortment.  Need a la carte
system.  We have been strongly considering dropping cable because the rates are
way too high.  And you don't even get the channels you want unless you subscribe
to the top tier.  Channel 9 (R-News) is great; should be kept and should be in basic
tier or better yet, it's a local channel.  So make it free like other local channels 8, 10
and 13.

1686 I would like a cable TV and a cable modem competitor to TW.  I would like higher
speed cable modem and service without paying business rates.

1692 We do not subscribe to cable TV because it is too expensive.  Compared to other
cities our rates are extremely high.

1694 Should make Road Runner or other competitive service more economical and in
reach of senior citizens.

1696 Road Runner costs too much.  Competition should help.  On analog service why
does TW not include TV Guide channel (scrolling what's on channel) as they do in
the souther tier.  And they don't pay extra for it in Elmira.

1697 Cable is too expensive. Community television stations are important but only if the
cost to community is low and the control of what is aired is left to the community. 
The cost of cable TV must be lower or cable TV will lose customers as people seek
lower cost alternatives.

1704 Bunching select channels is all or nothing.  Want to see the ability to select only
channels watched.  TWs prices are too high and can't use a dish - tried, poor signal
- trees.  No competition.

1706 I am very concerned that channel 52 - Empire Sports - may be dropped.  That's the
Sabers.  Also, cost is doubled in 10 years.  Ridiculous.

1715 In general would like lower rates for standard and basic

1752 Continually changing programs that we pay for, and then charging addition for
some programming in another a package

1754 Reduce cable charges to customers

1759 Wrestling  - but it is too expensive; $40 for 3 hours??
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1763 Cheaper prices

1770 Constant rate increases higher than rate of inflation - lower rates

1771 Cancelled Road Runner - went from $20 per month to $40.  Twenty dollars was 6
month special rate but for the price to double is ridiculous.  After requesting
cancellation they were willing to drop the price to $30.  The existing PCTV
channels are enough.  Subscribing to cable is like buying a car – if willing to ask
about a better price you can usually get one.

1772 In general cable service is great, however the prices they charge are growing and
growing and it is getting out of hand and digital really isn't any better than the
original and it costs more

1776 Reduce price of "standard" service; include AOL ISP service at no charge with
Road Runner

1780 Couldn't understand how to use the hand channel selector to use all the options - it
is complicated.  Cable TV is much too expensive.

1782 Less of a monopoly-type price.  Sorry but your costs are so high!

1784 Need more competition; I only retain cable for local channels and have switched to
satellite for better quality and cost; local channels quality is miserable; will be
totally disconnecting from TW in fall when local channels are on satellite.

1785 Cable rates too high.  I am paying for channels that I don't want and have no choice
as to what channels I do want to pay for.  Rates are way too high.  Too many repeat
shows.  Increased costs each year exceed cost of the benefit .  We need competition
and lower prices.

1787 Is there a way that cable could be more affordable for disabled on fixed incomes?

1794 This is a survey that seems very limited in scope.  Competition is necessary
because choices are limited and digital cable is too expensive.

1799 I know that our rates are very high for cable; compared to other parts of the country
that also have a choice of 2 or more companies.

1800 Additional company to lower rates - $50 a month for basic cable is
OUTRAGEOUS!

1802 We are considering dropping our service as it's really expensive to have it all.

1804 TW is a monopoly and it is imperative that consumers have a reasonable choice of
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service providers.

1805 It isn't right that TW can add packages without my request/consent and then charge
extra.  My bill keeps going up.

1809 Allow competition to reduce prices

1824 Lower prices and clearer menu with less DVR problems, no more cable channel
shut offs at certain hours, definitely no more paid programming on cable channels

1832 Cheaper service, competition

1833 Cable costs need to be lowered; TW monopoly is awful for the cable customer

1841 TW is too expensive; new customers get a better rate than existing customers - this
is a poor policy

1851 They are already collecting enough money to cover PEG.

1877 Lower prices; I think they are way too high and I am considering a dish.

1878 We switched to dish and got double the channels at half the price.

1880 All channels digital at cheaper rates - no more monopoly

1889 We only have the VERY VERY VERY basic cable package and do not watch a
whole lot of TV.  It just go too expensive for our single income family to endure.

1890 Keep franchise fees down; cable service prices are outrageous.  The only reason we
have cable is due to a special rate which ends in November.  We will be cancelling
service at that time.

1897 Where I lived before moving to Penfield,  the dish cost half of what this cable
costs.  Also dish didn't have audio difference between channels.  When switching
from a quiet channel you can come to a channel that blows your speakers out.  Dish
had more movies and sports at a better price.

1910 More competition and cheaper rates and NFL ticket
1911 Channels 8/10/13 had very poor quality and should be able to pay for channels

used, not a package.  Never receive credits for ice storm outage.  We felt cost of
cable TV was getting way too high so we changed to satellite.

1919 Would like to see costs reduced!  Pricing should be based on usage.  95% of
channels are worthless.  Why must we now pay more for Empire (Ch. 52)? 
Eliminate other programs to reduce costs or at least keep costs the same.  Cost
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increases are absurd and need to stop.

1925 Another cable company would be great - too many issues with TW and their prices
are ridiculous

1926 For the poor programming, consistent network repeats, and channel selection the
TW rates are outrageous.  The billing for the amount of channels and continuing
terrible programming is outrageous.  TW has no competition so they have a
monopoly on the market and take full advantage of it.  There are more times than
not that we flip through all of the channels provided and there is virtually nothing
to watch that is not a repeat or on consecutively over and over.  On more than one
station, the choice of programming is limited

1929 Rates are too high

1939 Never received credit for storm outage; I would like to see rates reduced.  I would
like to see less smut on TV - more educational programs.  I would like to get
Brigham Young University from Utah.

1940 I think that cable TV costs have increased too much for consumers.  If TW drops
the community channels, will it cost me more?
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NEED FOR SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT
n=23

76 TW vacation policy discriminates against seniors other who leave Penfield for a
month more than once a year.  I was only able to get 2 vacation periods a year by
getting a TW office employee to pull strings for me against their "one vacation per
year" policy.  If someone goes away for a month and a 2nd time a year TW says
you have to pay full price or drop service completely.  Richard Regan, 10 Hillsdale
Road; 381-4036.

119 We are now both retired and find their rates increase 3-5 times the cost of living
index.  They do not provide a senior citizen discount of any type.

148 There are cable stations only available with digital cable (such as Game Show
Network) that I would like to see available to regular customers, even if there is an
ala carte charge.  It used to have some stations available this way for I believe $1
per month charge.  I will never go to digital as I am a senior citizen on a fixed
income.  When we started with CTV years ago, it was under $20 a month, and now
it is almost $50 a month and over half the stations I do not have an interest in.  

270 Lower the bill each month - it is too expensive and older people can not afford it!

454 Why not negotiate a Senior's discount like TW offers in Milwaukee and Newport,
RI?

597 Service technician replaced DVG head cable to the house.  He did an excellent and
timely job.  Provide a reduced rate for seniors or reduce the standard package rate.

693 Been on a fixed income for 18 years.  Can not afford another rate increase.  What
happened to the assurance, before congressional committee, rates will level off
after deregulation?  In the last 10 years total rates for basic/standard has doubled. 
Many channels on standard are never look at such
as3/5/6/28/29/39/40/41/42/43/48/49/59/62/

714 I only have channels 2-99; no prime cable.  PCTV is not important, however I do
follow what is going on in Penfield; this is important.  Basic and standard is too
expensive for Seniors.  If they don't want to reduce entirely, they should have a
reduced rate for seniors (over age 60-65).

893 I never watch PCTV.  I can't speak for the whole community.  Reduce rates; rates
over the last 15 years have increased 3-4 times.  I think that is too fast.  CEO pays
should be capped.  Special reduced rates should be offered to senior citizens.
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898 Cost of cable too high for seniors.

899 My biggest complaint with TW is one has no choice of other cable companies.  No
choice in selection of channels changed in the 2 or 3 package s offered by TW.

1547 Would like to see lower prices for retired citizens

1643 Cable costs are much too high and they are pricing the service out of my reach.  I
worked in NJ and the cable company gave senior discounts and I am going to cut
back to the standard service next month.

1650 Lower rates - less forums and less sports

1651 In one of the community channels (4-12-15) I would like it replaced with a TV
guide on that days' programs of movie, sitcom, news, etc.  They have it in NY City,
Florida and a number of other places.   It is a nice thing to have instead of looking
in newspapers and TV books.

1653 I community channel is fine; interested in getting JCTV

1660 Standard package composition should include more channels people actually
watch.  I only watch about 1/4 - 1/3 but pay for all of them.

1665 The biggest problem is the channels they offer for large fees.  Too many without
good programs and paid commercials with the late evening hours being the worst. 
They get our money and money from those who advertise.  Need programming. 
Digital TV channels need to be offered in packages that are smaller and cheaper
and I don't need radio channels either.

1666 I object to paying for channels I have no interest in viewing (packaged deals) 

1694 Should make Road Runner or other competitive service more economical and in
reach of senior citizens.

1787 Is there a way that cable could be more affordable for disabled on fixed incomes?

1927 Senior discount please
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NEED FOR IMPROVED PICTURE QUALITY AND SERVICE RELIABILITY
n=82

8 The last cable company call was related to cancelling/changing lousy digital of
standard service portion.  I would like to see more and frequent live telecasts.

14 TW cable has poor quality local channels.

25 The channel 10 and channel 12 picture is very poor.  We see bands in the picture. 
But we don't see it in any other channels.

56 still get charts on local channels

67 the signal out here is too weak - therefore always causing outages.  Please work on
fixing this problem

75 cable rates are cost prohibitive - unreasonable.  Sound quality is poor at times.

85 reduce price of service; allow network channels (non cable) to be broadcast with no
interference.

100 picture and sound quality are poor especially on low numbered channels.

104 our picture for channel 10 is still terrible; a second cable service would be good for
competition and lower the rates.

109 Increased signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) on analog cable.

182 Lower the price for channels 20-99 or let us choose only the channels we want to
pay for per channel.  Get rid of vertical lines on picture.

187 We have recently discontinued our cable and Road Runner due to the outrageous
cost.  We have basic cable now at $7.50 per month.  We also get shadows on all
the local stations and have never been able to get it fixed.

191 Need to improve the quality of the picture on various channels, especially 13; need
to reduce the cost of the basic and standard cable.  The price is way too high - we
need some competition.  This worked for garbage collection.

239 Have not subscribed to TW since 1995.  Got sick and tired of rate increases - in our
last year as customers we had SEVEN rate increases in one year!!  And poor
customer service.  I use TW digital at work (city Fire station) and have regular
picture problems.  Have lost picture several times during one show.  I have no
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intention of ever using them again.  Got a satellite system and I love it!

285 Picture and sound quality on channel 15 is horrible at times.

287 Ghost image on channels 8, 10 and 13; fix ghost images!

288 When I changed to digital, I didn't see much of a quality change; rates are high
enough without additional PEG channels; we continue to have interference on our
TV.  Service says it is the electric company and they say it is the television.  The
customer suffers and rates continue to rise.  What do you think?

305 We don't get channels beyond 65 - customer service says our set is too old.  When
the cooking channel (48) is the best thing to watch, it doesn't say much for the
overall  selection.  programming is often poor.

326 Quality of reception stinks - sound is always bad

357 Digital is always going out even with bad weather - this was supposed to be better
than having a dish!?

405 For years we have experienced heavy shadowing on 8 & 10 during the early spring. 
We have been told this is caused by signal bouncing.  I would like this situation
corrected.

414 Poor quality on 8, 10 and 13; no interest in too many of the offered channels. 
Would like to select the channels from a menu

423 Cancelled DVR service; it was unreliable and buggy.  Reduce rates - no more
nickle and diming the customer.

424 Regular channels (8, 10 and 13) need to come in much better.  Why pay for
something wouldn't watch.  Be able to pick stations that you would like to watch
and not what they choose for you.

445 Picture and sound quality vary daily and by channel.  Service outage credit has
never been offered to me.  We wanted to upgrade to cable modem but the tech told
us he could not run cable to our upstairs.  Customer service is inconsistent.

446 TW has not cleared up the ghosts on local channels despite many visits and
unsuccessful efforts; get some competitor to challenge TW rates and lack of quality
on local channels (picture/ghosts).

447 Local stations have poor sound and picture quality.  Only pay for stations customer
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wants; improve local station reception; rates too high; 75% of stations are never
watched.

452 Improve cable picture and sound quality for local channels 8, 10, 13, 21 and 31.

485 I would like to see fewer, if any shopping channels.  And on the basic service, I
would like the local channels to have clear reception.

486 Picture is okay but sound is poor on TW cable; as for PEG price increase, I think
TW should absorb it; there are many channels we never watch, company should
offer cafeteria pricing to allow customer s more flexibility in choosing their
service.

489 Sound quality is poor on PCTV

536 TW's practice of awarding credit for cable service outages is not proactive; you
have to call them.  TW forces you to go to digital and there is no quality difference;
it is just way more money.

598 Digital quality is not better than regular cable - this is a gimmick.

638 We need competition - TW charges way too much and many channels have
shadows that cannot be removed according to the technicians.

645 Depending on the weather, the picture and sound quality is not consistently
satisfactory.  Customer service reps are 80% satisfactory and 20% bad.  Station in
back room frequently digital don't always work and current box (new TV) other
room stations work fine - have had more problems since ice storm repairs.  I live in
Webster school district and it would also be nice to see Webster local news since
my high school children participate in sports.

651 3 channels we pay for are blocked by Time Warner

699 Local channels come in lousy while non local channels are clear.

788 Fix the local stations - they are poor.  Get the ice channel.

789 More reasonable prices; competition for cable service; better digital cable quality
(reliable, high quality image)

830 We have DirecTV with our own antennae and although we live in Penfield we
receive Webster community.  We switched from TW to DTV 3 years ago and it is
cheaper, you get more s, and a clearer picture.
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903 Who decide that digital is "crisper?"  I see a very small difference and it is
expensive.  We were never reimbursed for the ice storm outages.

968 Sometimes channel 8-10-13 are fuzzy.  Too expensive.

972 Picture and sound quality on 8, 10 and 13 are poor.  I'd like to know why I have to
pay for 2 Spanish channels that never watch.

1037 Cable bill is already too high and service has declined for regular digital with all
this "on demand" TV.  Cheaper rates for multiple TVs on digital; either cheaper
digital programs or better programming; of all the gazillion channels, most are
garbage and we never watch them.  Why not let customers select 10-20 channels
they will watch; who cares about the hopscotch channel anyway?  We don't need a
new PCTV channel - incorporate announcements into the current channel.

1056 Picture quality on 3 major networks (CBS, NBC and ABC) is absolutely atrocious
when viewed directly off cable.  It is only satisfactory when viewed through my
VCR.  I understand the "ghosts" are caused by reception of the direct (radio wave)
signal, but nobody can explain why they are filtered out when going through my
VCR.

1059 Channel 8 has shadows 

1079 During the ice storm cable wire from pole to house partly detached from pole.  I
called Time Warner and since we had recently cancelled service, they said they
would note we "were concerned" about the downed wire.  The wire was still
attached partly to the pole.  The never came to fix it.  Finally a Rochester telephone
man cut the cable for us.  Time Warner has abused their monopoly.  Exceedingly
high rates, poor picture quality, frequent outages in my area of Penfield.

1091 Service outage response is good, but the results are poor.  I gave up after 3 repair
calls produced no better results.  I have terrible reception on local channels with
double images.

1096 You should be able to get a clear picture with standard cable, not have to upgrade
to digital just to get good quality.  I had digital and went back to standard cable
because digital was just too expensive.

1102 Digital service does not always offer crisp clear pictures.  The last time I called TW
it took WAY more than one minute for a customer service rep to answer.  Get
competition.

1128 Channel 15 sound quality is so poor, majority of programs are un-watch able.
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1146 Local stations 8, 10 and 13 are poor quality

1168 Improve sound quality and volume and camera work it looks very amateur

1191 We don't get channel 14 - our cable box is still open from the ice storm.  Do

1192 PCTV channel 15 - the sound is not very loud.  I put my volume all the way up and
I still can not hear every word.

1223 Way too many service outages but never any credits.  I recently signed up for the
digital video recorder services and have experienced many outages since.

1237 Poor signal strength on digital cable; there should be much more competition for
cable TV service in this area.  In Detroit, MI, there are at least four cable services
offering 200 channels at rates lower than TW in Rochester NY.

1272 Local channel reception is poor.

1274 We did not have a choice to change to digital service; service was interrupted
regularly

1275 Better reception

1322 Channel 8 has poor picture and sound quality

1332 Picture and sound quality is only ever as good as the TV will allow; last time I
called TW I was having problems with a hand held remote control.

1342 Digital service offers crisp clear pictures, but only if you have a digital TV,
otherwise there is no difference.  At times, we lose the picture briefly.  During the
ice storm I never received any credit for down time.  I agree with TW about
cancelling the community channels only if it will save money for the cable
subscriber.  75% of programs aired are useless, ridiculous or repeats.  And the cost
to channel surf is ridiculous.  It's too bad you can't buy a new television that has an
internal receiver.

1352 The rate charged for basic cable is 2 times the rate it should be.  Channels 8 and 10
have poor picture and sound quality.  TW is okay except for the high cost. 
Residents don't really get to produce their own television shows.  There are cheaper
ways to self educate.  Allen's Creek Valley townhouses could have one cable
access like other communities and the going rate for these installations is under
$15 per month.  TW has denied service.

1379 Local channels 8, 10 and 13 have poor reception because of "ghosting" and TW
hasn't installed the necessary shielding to fix it.
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1415 Last time I called TW it was because I'd lost ESPN reception

1466 Our picture on the local channels is terrible.  Also the same exact service in our
Florida home is $14.71 per month – why is it $35 more here?

1526 Better reception, lower prices

1535 3, 10 and 13 should be switched to another channel - disc/satellite companies
should be allowed to air local channels.

1572 PCTV audio and video quality is terrible; cable system should offer more HDTV
channels

1575 Sound of ads are too high compared with program – a very serious anti-feature that
our FTC should correct and disallow.  PCTV is very important and should be
continuously improved.  2 PCTV community channels are enough - 4 isn't used
much.

1594 Reception in one frequency range on low and mid band intermittent and distorted. 
Repair 2 times effective for short time then distortion returned.

1599 Cable not put under ground correctly; many places it is above ground; digital signal
breaks up quite frequently

1622 Digital service is no better than analog.

1693 Digital many times an evening the picture freezes and then has to catch up.  This is
very irritating.

1745 Picture on channel 8 is poor

1757 Better reception on local (8/10/13) channels

1772 In general cable service is great, however the prices they charge are growing and
growing and it is getting out of hand and digital really isn't any better than the
original and it costs more

1824 Lower prices and clearer menu with less DVR problems, no more cable channel
shut offs at certain hours, definitely no more paid programming on cable channels

1842 Channel 201 often freezes and the cable box breaks yearly - too often

1891 Local stations are very poor.
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1897 Where I lived before moving to Penfield,  the dish cost half of what this cable
costs.  Also dish didn't have audio difference between channels.  When switching
from a quiet channel you can come to a channel that blows your speakers out.  Dish
had more movies and sports at a better price.
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NEED FOR IMPROVED CUSTOMER SERVICE - REPAIR
n=43

202 TW's repair and service calls are poor any time from 8 am to 6 pm.

223 I would like to have my cable service fixed (have called 3 times) and a credit
issued for poor service.

239 Have not subscribed to TW since 1995.  Got sick and tired of rate increases - in our
last year as customers we had SEVEN rate increases in one year!!  And poor
customer service.  I use TW digital at work (city Fire station) and have regular
picture problems.  Have lost picture several times during one show.  I have no
intention of ever using them again.  Got a satellite system and I love it!

288 When I changed to digital, I didn't see much of a quality change; rates are high
enough without additional PEG channels; we continue to have interference on our
TV.  Service says it is the electric company and they say it is the television.  The
customer suffers and rates continue to rise.  What do you think?

406 Cancelled cable due to cost and mega-problems with service (box and DVR stuff)

445 Picture and sound quality vary daily and by channel.  Service outage credit has
never been offered to me.  We wanted to upgrade to cable modem but the tech told
us he could not run cable to our upstairs.  Customer service is inconsistent.

462 Ever since they installed a digital feed which was mandatory, I have had to make
numerous phone calls and have had 5 service calls.  Before digital feed I never had
to call or have service.  I also hate 5 HBOs when one would do.  I hate paying $70
a month.  Seventy dollars a month for TV is ludicrous.  If they had competition, it
would be better for consumers.  When doing digital feed, they say it is the same
price, but ultimately it is not.

494 After ice storm it took almost 2 weeks to get cable fixed - also when I call I never
get a person, I get a recorded phone tree which I think is bad customer service.

573 Called 3 times for wires to be fixed.

638 We need competition - TW charges way too much and many channels have
shadows that cannot be removed according to the technicians.

645 Depending on the weather, the picture and sound quality is not consistently
satisfactory.  Customer service reps are 80% satisfactory and 20% bad.  Station in
back room frequently digital don't always work and current box (new TV) other
room stations work fine - have had more problems since ice storm repairs.  I live in
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Webster school district and it would also be nice to see Webster local news since
my high school children participate in sports.

780 Cable is down in my yard after an ice storm but it is still operating

969 The x-rated channels were coming through and their filters were not working.  It
was fixed too slowly.

970 Service outage due to the ice storm.

994 Repair and service call practices are slow and surly.  Put the wires underground;
get competition; lower the prices.

1069 Generally CS agents are polite and professional but turnaround for service outages
takes awhile or longer than stated.

1070 We left cable TV in January of 2001 because they refused to fix a problem we were
having.  The State Attorney General's office said that we, the consumer, were right
but since the statute of limitations had run out there was nothing they could do. 
We will never use cable again no matter what the rate or programming.  If you
have questions, please call me.  Tricia Boccuzzi at 377-2908.

1079 During the ice storm cable wire from pole to house partly detached from pole.  I
called Time Warner and since we had recently cancelled service, they said they
would note we "were concerned" about the downed wire.  The wire was still
attached partly to the pole.  The never came to fix it.  Finally a Rochester telephone
man cut the cable for us.  Time Warner has abused their monopoly.  Exceedingly
high rates, poor picture quality, frequent outages in my area of Penfield.

1091 Service outage response is good, but the results are poor.  I gave up after 3 repair
calls produced no better results.  I have terrible reception on local channels with
double images.

1102 Digital service does not always offer crisp clear pictures.  The last time I called TW
it took WAY more than one minute for a customer service rep to answer.  Get
competition.

1111 The last time I called TW was to complain about storm damage due to the ice
storm.

1177 The last time I called TW was to complain about the Moving service/hours of
"wait" time

1191 We don't get channel 14 - our cable box is still open from the ice storm.  Do
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1198 I think we should pay for the channels we use. $50 is a lot of money to bring in
three extra channels for us.  When I called TW last there was a lot of waiting time.

1215 TW's repair and service practices are poor - I  recalled several times.  I waited 5-6
minutes for a customer service rep to answer my call.

1228 Our cable was on the ground for 2.5 weeks after the recent ice storm; no television
and no computer.  We were disgusted.  We need competition to improve things.

1250 TW should track accurately and timely outage calls, and acknowledge when other
customers call to report outages, they have not tracked or lied, saying, "no other
customers have called - see you in a day or so."

1284 Make a specific time appointment and not "am or pm"; the last time I called TW I
was put on hold forever listening to advertisements for TW; it was too long a wait
for the CS rep; when one calls you are put on hold and all you hear are ads for TW
by Mike O'Brien.  He's too perfect voice wise as if TW is so gentle and helpful.

1288 State of the art cable is important but where do we get it?  They are way over
priced.  When you call for service it is always 2-3 days until you see someone. 
Customer service reps are rude.  Cable rates are high.  All you get for $62 a month
is paid programming and news on 15 channels.  Repeat movies all the time.  Cable
sucks.  Digital is from about channel 105 and up and I am supposed to be paying
for Digital on all channels not 1/3 of the channels.  Programs suck 3/4 of the time
they are repeats

1460 Service policy for timing for a service visit is poor.  For homes where nobody is
normally home during the day a 4-hour window for arrival is too long.  Also, when
I clearly know that the problem is outside, having to first have a tech come to the
home is awful.  Roadrunner upload speed is way too slow.  Upload and download
speeds should be similar and both should be improved with no increase in cost.

1503 Ice storm problems, downed cable

1555 Line down in the yard

1582 Cable company has still not buried my cable; better pricing

1594 Reception in one frequency range on low and mid band intermittent and distorted. 
Repair 2 times effective for short time then distortion returned.

1598 Sometimes digital hangs on the movie on demand channel for 5 minutes - please
fix.
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1599 Cable not put under ground correctly; many places it is above ground; digital signal
breaks up quite frequently

1600 During the ice storm of April 2003, we lost cable and Internet access (Road
Runner) for a week.  We did not lose electric or phone.  When I called to report the
outage, I many times, got no one to answer the phone.  When I did finally, I was
told that no one could tell me when someone would be working in our are.  I was
not expecting miracles, but I thought that someone should know which areas were
being worked on.  My neighbors said they were told someone was working in that
area that day and service would

1612 TWC's practice with respect to responding to service outages is non existent. 
Customer service is awful - I listened to a phone message for two days; listened to
a recorded message for an hour and NEVER got a live voice!

1652 Never knew TW had a policy of offering credit; when I last called TW I had to call
twice times as the lines were busy.

1681 Trying to find out my account number to fill out one of the TW questionnaires. 
Gave up - couldn't get through - will wait for next statement.

1726 Ice storm damage - slow response

1768 Line was down

1789 Boxes are overloaded and crooked.  Lines are not buried properly, the one's next to
my driveway are an eyesore.

1815 I don't even bother to call TW because I can't stand dealing with them
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NEED FOR IMPROVED CUSTOMER SERVICE - INSTALLATION
n=25

38 when we called for installation of Road Runner we were on the phone waiting for
someone for 20 minutes.  Then it took 3 weeks to get an appointment for
installation.  After the install, email was not connected.  This is unsatisfactory.

198 Problem with cutting off lines with the installation.

202 TW's repair and service calls are poor any time from 8 am to 6 pm.

239 Have not subscribed to TW since 1995.  Got sick and tired of rate increases - in our
last year as customers we had SEVEN rate increases in one year!!  And poor
customer service.  I use TW digital at work (city Fire station) and have regular
picture problems.  Have lost picture several times during one show.  I have no
intention of ever using them again.  Got a satellite system and I love it!

289 Had to reinstall RR as it wasn't done properly the first time; there should be
competition among cable service companies offered in town, no just one cable
service available.

351 Installed RR and my Kodak Picture Maker software stopped working.  TW says it
is not their fault, but I find the coincidence suspicious, and I disagree.

441 This survey is a crock - it is just a marketing survey for TW.  TW should compete
for my business company-to-company not mail barrages.  TW leaves things out in
its installation practices.  PCTV is negligent.  Why should TW decide how many
community channels there are?  PEG on cable is just more power for TW.  Get
competition!

445 Picture and sound quality vary daily and by channel.  Service outage credit has
never been offered to me.  We wanted to upgrade to cable modem but the tech told
us he could not run cable to our upstairs.  Customer service is inconsistent.

451 Why did cable internet service slow down its access speed?

478 Products should work as advertised

524 TW's installation practices are poor - it took several MONTHS to get a cable
buried.  We do not need another community channel - we already have two.  I
would like to see a la carte pricing on channels such as Weather channel, CNN,
Headline News.  I am not interested in spending the money for full standard
service.
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575 Damaged my cable all the way in to my residence due to an inexperienced
employee's mistakes.

609 Went to satellite because Time Warner missed our installation date and time twice.

645 Depending on the weather, the picture and sound quality is not consistently
satisfactory.  Customer service reps are 80% satisfactory and 20% bad.  Station in
back room frequently digital don't always work and current box (new TV) other
room stations work fine - have had more problems since ice storm repairs.  I live in
Webster school district and it would also be nice to see Webster local news since
my high school children participate in sports.

739 Cable leading in to the house was hanging down; Should be two community
channels instead of three; you should be able to pay for the channels individually
not as a package.

752 Installation should be required through a wall (not through the carpet)/floors) just
like any other utility.  Time Warner is expensive.

918 Cable never buried deep enough - still not fixed.

1036 I had an installation scheduled and after 3 trips we are almost done.  It is so
expensive.  I was only a basic (channels 2-19) customer until TW offered me ½ off. 
Then it is justifiable.  Once the price goes up, I don't want to subscribe.

1124 Offer digital service that does not require a set top box.  Makes the service difficult
to setup and use.

1130 I have been waiting for them to bury a cable for more than one week.  It's across my
patio and someone could trip on it.

1158 TW's installation practices are poor - it depends on the crew.  Better rates for the
more channels you sign up for. And more selections for different kinds of packages
without paying for programs and channels we don't want.

1185 The installation practices are poor - they drilled through my window frame!  I agree
with TW's idea to cut the community stations if it will reduce my costs.  We need
better rates, otherwise great service.

1215 TW's repair and service practices are poor - I  recalled several times.  I waited 5-6
minutes for a customer service rep to answer my call.

1676 Use metal hooks to run cable lines to trailers; the plastic breaks and it is a mess.  I
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speak as someone with plastic now.  Prices are way too high.  Trees are not
trimmed properly around cable lines from pole to pole.

1791 Tore up my lawn and failed to restore to original condition
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NEED FOR IMPROVED CUSTOMER SERVICE - BILLING
n=11

4 Time Warner should absolutely have competition - these guys are crooks!  TWs
practice of awarding credit for cable service outages is non-existent PCTV should
not be launched if it is going to raise our taxes.

79 Tried to get a discount due to the power outage associated with the ice storm.  The
amount they credited me was a ridiculously low amount.  I want rates to go lower,
period.

930 When I had cable for TV I had a lot of billing issues and problems.  Very costly .  I
have satellite for TV now.

1031 Computerized answering machines take forever.  They should have a real person
answering the phone.  Price is ridiculous to be able to watch TV - after a certain
hour 80% is paid programming it is terrible.

1095 Why can't my cable bill and Road Runner bill be on the same bill instead of
separate bills?

1230 Asked why they were over-charging me for 10 months - they changed my
Roadrunner rate but they did not adjust my bill.  We don't need another community
channel.

1323 We put our cable on vacation for the 6 winter months we are away - I pay $5.25 per
month but when I return it is always more than $100 to start up again - I don't
understand this practice and frankly I am considering changing.

1621 I had service downgraded to basic.  Another time I was overcharged and had
already paid the bill so I called to get credit for the mischarge

1652 Never knew TW had a policy of offering credit; when I last called TW I had to call
twice times as the lines were busy.
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NEED FOR IMPROVED CREDIT PRACTICES
n=29

48 TW's practice of awarding credit for service outages is poor because you have to
ask for a credit to applied - it should be automatic.  We would like to not be
blacked out for NYC MSG channel hockey games and Buffalo Bills football
games.  Why aren't you using a local firm to administer your survey - rather than
sourcing it from NC?

63 last I called cable was to request credit for recommending a new customer

110 Service outage Credit - I got no credit during a 30 day ice storm outage

149 Credit for service outages should be done automatically; for example during the
recent ice storm I received no credit.

204 TW should automatically offer credit for outages.

223 I would like to have my cable service fixed (have called 3 times) and a credit
issued for poor service.

297 Credits for service outages should be given automatically without having
customers have to call and request the credit.

321 I was not able to get a vacation waiver - no credit given.  Would like to see
competition for cable services; this could yield better rates for cable service, greater
options, improved service and provide a choice in service problems.

346 TW should have to compete for my business.  They are a rip off - rates much too
high.  Digital service is a rip off.   Credit for service outages is a rip off.  TW
stinks.  Get competition as TW is a predatory monopoly.

429 Rates are outrageously high; I never receive service credits; I downgraded to basic
service because standard is just too high

445 Picture and sound quality vary daily and by channel.  Service outage credit has
never been offered to me.  We wanted to upgrade to cable modem but the tech told
us he could not run cable to our upstairs.  Customer service is inconsistent.

498 I only subscribe to digital so my daughter can watch Noggin.  When service is out,
TW should automatically credit customers - we should not have to call.  I would
like to be able to pick the channels I use - I don't like paying for religious channels
that I do not watch.
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526 No credit for ice storm

536 TW's practice of awarding credit for cable service outages is not proactive; you
have to call them.  TW forces you to go to digital and there is no quality difference;
it is just way more money.

596 Requested credit for outage during ice storm.

706 I believe that TW's rates are high and there should be competition with another
company.  They also never give credit unless you call them; during the ice storm
power was out and cable service was out before the power.  I received no credit as I
forgot to call.

775 It is unconscionable that there is no cable competition in Penfield; credit for service
outages never happens unless I argue for it; 

903 Who decide that digital is "crisper?"  I see a very small difference and it is
expensive.  We were never reimbursed for the ice storm outages.

966 State of the art should be an option available to everyone; competitor rates are
unknown; we have not been awarded for outages we have had; when you call the
cable company you have to press zero to get past the computer generated menu. 
TW benefits financially from doing business in Penfield.  The company should not
take from the community without giving something back as an expression of
appreciation for our business.  The PEG programming currently offered is a good
start.  

1025 Content on PCTV is poor - we never receive credit for outages.  It would be
beneficial if Penfield residents in the Webster school district received a Webster
cable channel for school district events, athletic info, Board of Education meetings,
etc.

1111 The last time I called TW was to complain about storm damage due to the ice
storm.

1223 Way too many service outages but never any credits.  I recently signed up for the
digital video recorder services and have experienced many outages since.

1304 Should not have to call twice to get credit; franchise fees are too high

1323 We put our cable on vacation for the 6 winter months we are away - I pay $5.25 per
month but when I return it is always more than $100 to start up again - I don't
understand this practice and frankly I am considering changing.
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1342 Digital service offers crisp clear pictures, but only if you have a digital TV,
otherwise there is no difference.  At times, we lose the picture briefly.  During the
ice storm I never received any credit for down time.  I agree with TW about
cancelling the community channels only if it will save money for the cable
subscriber.  75% of programs aired are useless, ridiculous or repeats.  And the cost
to channel surf is ridiculous.  It's too bad you can't buy a new television that has an
internal receiver.

1375 I don't recall ever receiving credit for cable outages.  While I recognize it is
impossible to customize channel offerings for each customer, it might be nice to
have a few more group options as we now pay for a number of channels we never
view.

1442 Digital service is too high.  I didn't know they had a practice of awarding credit for
cable service outages.  It's just too expensive we love the music channels so we
have to pay more - however the monthly fee keeps going up.  We are retired on a
fixed income, and we might have to drop some channels.  We now pay $91.42.

1911 Channels 8/10/13 had very poor quality and should be able to pay for channels
used, not a package.  Never receive credits for ice storm outage.  We felt cost of
cable TV was getting way too high so we changed to satellite.

1939 Never received credit for storm outage; I would like to see rates reduced.  I would
like to see less smut on TV - more educational programs.  I would like to get
Brigham Young University from Utah.
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ELIMINATE PRICE AND MARKETING FRAUD
n=7

950 The rates are ridiculous and the personnel are not up front with what is promotional
rate.  And when these deals expire.  Very deceptive business practices.

1023 Cable promotion promised $30 in $10 credits per month.  Never received and
transferred between customer service reps several times.  Follow through when
making promises over the phone.

1224 First off, I would like to thank you for asking my opinion on TW.  Now the fact of
the matter is I have been so dissatisfied with TW overall.  I moved to Penfield in
October 2002, a brand new customer, I asked TW if they had any specials for new
customers or any deals.  I had a verbal quote for the installation, the persons' name
who gave it to me, and the day my cable was installed the service man gave me a
bill that matched the quote; I wrote a check for the full amount and then I received
a bill for way

1928 I called TW to get premium movie channel but I got different quotes from each
agent.  How is that possible?  I now have satellite TV with premium channels for
MUCH less.

462 Ever since they installed a digital feed which was mandatory, I have had to make
numerous phone calls and have had 5 service calls.  Before digital feed I never had
to call or have service.  I also hate 5 HBOs when one would do.  I hate paying $70
a month.  Seventy dollars a month for TV is ludicrous.  If they had competition, it
would be better for consumers.  When doing digital feed, they say it is the same
price, but ultimately it is not.

1102 Digital service does not always offer crisp clear pictures.  The last time I called TW
it took WAY more than one minute for a customer service rep to answer.  Get
competition.

641 To download you need 250 Kbyte/second throughput which is their advertised
throughput and is very rarely achieved.  Open up the Penfield area to other cable
providers.  TW costs are too high, especially for standard services.  They need
some competition.  Who funds channels 4, 12, and 15 right now?
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NEED FOR LOCAL ACCOUNTABILITY
n=9

48 TW's practice of awarding credit for service outages is poor because you have to
ask for a credit to applied - it should be automatic.  We would like to not be
blacked out for NYC MSG channel hockey games and Buffalo Bills football
games.  Why aren't you using a local firm to administer your survey - rather than
sourcing it from NC?

253 Town Board Meetings drag on too long; issues are not addressed in a timely
manner

416 Local channel should be more accessible to non establishment controversial
programming.  That includes opposition parties.  Otherwise, local access in merely
propaganda.

441 This survey is a crock - it is just a marketing survey for TW.  TW should compete
for my business company-to-company not mail barrages.  TW leaves things out in
its installation practices.  PCTV is negligent.  Why should TW decide how many
community channels there are?  PEG on cable is just more power for TW.  Get
competition!

525 Why do you charge so much tax for PCTV - gouging?

673 Eliminate the cable franchise fees.  I don't see any benefit to the community.  It is
just another tax being hidden from the community.

845 Cable rates are way too high.  That's what happens when a monopoly exists.  Why
doesn't the town do something about it?  Most people only watch a small number
of channels, yet we have to pay for all the channels with little choice.  I want to be
able to choose a small number of channels and just pay for them.  I have to pay for
60-something channels, 50 of which I don't watch.

900 Telephone people are great but the service staff at the Hope Avenue location are
extremely rude to customers.  We stood in line and watched customers humiliated,
particularly if they were Black.  We are not Black but we were treated almost as
contemptuously.

1821 Would like to have a choice of channels that we subscribe to as basic and standard
and upgraded; eliminate all special town and other agency fees added to monthly
bills; town employee not hired/contracted agency should negotiate fee, etc. with
cable provider.
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NEED FOR IMPROVED PROGRAMMING CHOICES
n=247

3 Too many useless channels.

9 We don't like the channel packaging - prefer to pick our own channels.

12 More advertisements than programs - we are paying for advertising.

23 Would like to be able to access PCTV on satellite - also R-News.

24 Please try to look in to a cheaper cable service.   I am hoping for better service and
programming and having to pay less.

33 Your service is the most important question.  Shouldn't ala carte service be on a
customer select basis, i.e. I get to select the number of and the channels
themselves?

34 Lower prices for all services and the right to choose individual stations you want

48 TW's practice of awarding credit for service outages is poor because you have to
ask for a credit to applied - it should be automatic.  We would like to not be
blacked out for NYC MSG channel hockey games and Buffalo Bills football
games.  Why aren't you using a local firm to administer your survey - rather than
sourcing it from NC?

54 would like to have the ability to choose individual cable channels instead of taking
everything they want you to have.  You would then pay for only the channels you
want.

84 Lower the cost by allowing people to select only what they want.

135 Programs are poor and shown too many times in the month.  Not worth the money

139 We would like an a la carte programming to be offered.  If this is not an option, we
would like to have different packages to choose from besides just standard and
basic cable.  Also, lower the prices!

140 Should have more stations on basic, like Discovery and TLC.

148 There are cable stations only available with digital cable (such as Game Show
Network) that I would like to see available to regular customers, even if there is an
ala carte charge.  It used to have some stations available this way for I believe $1
per month charge.  I will never go to digital as I am a senior citizen on a fixed
income.  When we started with CTV years ago, it was under $20 a month, and now
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it is almost $50 a month and over half the stations I do not have an interest in. 

168 Lower prices and add a la carte choices of channels.

176 It would be great if you could also broadcast Webster Public TV.

179 I would like more freedom for a la carte choice of cable channels.  There is too
much junk offered that is of no benefit to me.

182 Lower the price for channels 20-99 or let us choose only the channels we want to
pay for per channel.  Get rid of vertical lines on picture.

188 The number of stations and the cost of service are more important than offering
state of the art systems.  Why can't local communities share the public/local
stations to keep cable costs down?

195 Improve costs and the structure of tier services.

207 I would like to select the channels I receive and only pay for those that I select

217 I would like my cable service to offer a cafeteria style plan so I don't have to pay
for the many channels that I do not watch.

230 TW rates are too high; more competition is needed to bring rates down.  I'd like to
see cafeteria style options for channel selection.

234 I would like TW to offer HBO Latino to the entire Rochester area - right now it is
not available at all here.

252 Would like to be able to select channels for basic service and pay accordingly

262 There are a lot of channels that I do hot like or want.  Too many news channels on
cable, cooking shows, selling channels.  Overall the quality of shows on TV is
garbage - too many cop/detective/crime shows.

282 Am very disappointed that we can not choose our own channels without buying the
whole basic package.  When will CTV get in on the computer age?

292 I would not mind seeing channel 15 go away; I would like to see an international
channel where programs (about 2 hours) from different cultures including Indian
(Asia) are shown.  An Indian movie a week will be a most welcome addition.

298 Cable was too expensive through TW; should have a menu to price and choose
specific channels you subscribe to instead of packages.  A la carte and
competitively priced would be great.
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299 We are required to pay for a large number of channels we never view to obtain the
6-8 when we do view.

305 We don't get channels beyond 65 - customer service says our set is too old.  When
the cooking channel (48) is the best thing to watch, it doesn't say much for the
overall  selection.  programming is often poor.

324 Please add the tennis channel

329 TW is way too expensive - most channels are useless and annual cost increases are
outrageous.  We use satellite.

342 I would like to see an a la carte option.  More customer choice within tiers of
services.

362 I would like to amend the channels I have to receive if I want to get the 4-5
channels I watch.  I don't need multiple religious, Spanish channels, shopping
channels, etc.

365 Would like to see neighboring towns, for example, Fairport and East Rochester
(once a week?)

367 Lower cost.  More flexibility in choosing channels I want (and voiding channels I
don't want).  No more cost increases supposedly justified by adding more channels
that I don't want!!!

369 There is a big gap between basic cable and the next level.  Need better choices.

376 The constant changing of package content and moving channels to pay for view. 
And saying "tough shit" to paying customers!!

379 I gave up cable about 2 years ago at a cost of about $500 per year.  The number of
inane and banal channels were not worth the money.  If I could select several
channels and pay a pro-rated fee, I might be interested.

386 Cafeteria style programming - pay only for channels you watch

387 Rates are not competitive.  We dropped cable in favor satellite because we could
get twice as many channels (100) for $10 less a month and that was with two
satellite boxes.

389 TW cable should have a 3rd band of channels or some way to reduce unwanted
channels.  The rate charged by TW is much, much too high.
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390 How about some competition for TW: it might help to reduce their charges.  I
would like the ability to not have to pay for individual channels that I do not use or
want.

399 TW southern tier offers more programming on basic for less money.  The Hallmark
channel, National Geographic, We, Oxygen, Lifetime.  Call cable in Rochester and
you are told it's demographics - does not make any sense; We pay more for less
than a number of places within NY state.  Why?

402 Require TW to actually improve programming when rates are increased.

414 Poor quality on 8, 10 and 13; no interest in too many of the offered channels. 
Would like to select the channels from a menu

415 Spending a lot of money to sit through a lot of advertisements

424 Regular channels (8, 10 and 13) need to come in much better.  Why pay for
something wouldn't watch.  Be able to pick stations that you would like to watch
and not what they choose for you.

427 I would prefer a la carte charges for just the channels I prefer.  Too many channels I
don't use and still charged for.

438 I don't subscribe to cable because it is too expensive and often offensive
programming.  But I wish I could get channel 12.

447 Local stations have poor sound and picture quality.  Only pay for stations customer
wants; improve local station reception; rates too high; 75% of stations are never
watched.

449 We need WCTV our children go to Webster schools but we live in Penfield; this is
a problem.

462 Ever since they installed a digital feed which was mandatory, I have had to make
numerous phone calls and have had 5 service calls.  Before digital feed I never had
to call or have service.  I also hate 5 HBOs when one would do.  I hate paying $70
a month.  Seventy dollars a month for TV is ludicrous.  If they had competition, it
would be better for consumers.  When doing digital feed, they say it is the same
price, but ultimately it is not.

485 I would like to see fewer, if any shopping channels.  And on the basic service, I
would like the local channels to have clear reception
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486 Picture is okay but sound is poor on TW cable; as for PEG price increase, I think
TW should absorb it; there are many channels we never watch, company should
offer cafeteria pricing to allow customer s more flexibility in choosing their
service.

498 I only subscribe to digital so my daughter can watch Noggin.  When service is out,
TW should automatically credit customers - we should not have to call.  I would
like to be able to pick the channels I use - I don't like paying for religious channels
that I do not watch.

499 I think channel 5 and 6 should be part of basic cable service.  I am willing to pay
for this.  I also think TLC should be back in basic.  We only need one community
tv channel.

514 I would like to see more musical events on PCTV.  The high school music groups,
Penfield band, whenever I turn on 15 or 12 it is all town meetings.  Very boring
and uninformative generally.

524 TW's installation practices are poor - it took several MONTHS to get a cable
buried.  We do not need another community channel - we already have two.  I
would like to see a la carte pricing on channels such as Weather channel, CNN,
Headline News.  I am not interested in spending the money for full standard
service.

537 TW basic cable does not provide channels 5 and 6

560 Cable rates are excessive for service provided.  As a result I have since switched to
satellite.  Rates should be regulated or further co petition introduced.  Finally TW
is very slow to introduce new channels.

564 Don't lose the Yankees.

566 The programming on television stinks - full of sex and filth.

572 Reduced rates and less garbage channels.  I am not interested in religious channels
or QVC.

580 I wish there were more channel selection options - instead of all or none.  Not more
channels, but the freedom to choose just certain ones.  For a lower cost.  It seems to
me that time Warner knows they are the only ones to choose from and just keep
raising rates.  They do throw more channels in sometimes, but I don't want more
channels, I just want lower rates.
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585 programming is different than advertised on the TV Guide.  Too much sex and
vulgarity in things all the time.  Too many of the same movies and too many
commercials.

587 You should be able to pick the channels you want and pay for them per channel.  I
don't like that we will have to go to digital and pay more money for something we
don't want.  The price keeps going up, but most people are not getting payed more. 
Half or more the channels are garbage.

590 PCTV is important but I would also like to get Webster events; we feel closer to
Webster events and would like to see more on community TV.

592 Drop Cable - poor value proposition.  Cable is a poor value.  The programming is a
joke, who needs 2 shopping channels, 3 Spanish channels, 4 religious channels,
etc.  I go to the movies.  At least you get something for your money.

602 We should be able to choose the channels we would be most interested in receiving
and be charged accordingly.

604 Self improvement and home improvement would be good.  My in-laws in
Bethlehem, PA had multiple companies available and their rates were lower.

605 The very long advertising spoils tv for us.  Would go for about anything to get
away from the ads.  We like channel 55.

629 Better quality movies with less repeats

639 I would like to see movie channels for less money.

641 To download you need 250 Kbyte/second throughput which is their advertised
throughput and is very rarely achieved.  Open up the Penfield area to other cable
providers.  TW costs are too high, especially for standard services.  They need
some competition.  Who funds channels 4, 12, and 15 right now?

642 Price and lower service plan

645 Depending on the weather, the picture and sound quality is not consistently
satisfactory.  Customer service reps are 80% satisfactory and 20% bad.  Station in
back room frequently digital don't always work and current box (new TV) other
room stations work fine - have had more problems since ice storm repairs.  I live in
Webster school district and it would also be nice to see Webster local news since
my high school children participate in sports

654 Why must I pay for channels that I never watch?
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659 Too much advertising from TWC.  If they reduced the advertising and reduced
rates they might be doing something worthwhile.  I do not need an ad a week from
TW - it goes to the recycle bin.  If one could subscribe to only the channels one
would watch and the rates were per channel and local channels were free, now that
would be an improvement.  With low or lower rates more people might be able to
afford or benefit from cable TV.

662 Basic cable (Ch 2-19) offers very little for viewers.  And standard cable (Ch 20-99)
is very high priced for the actual channels watched.  Let us pay a per channel fee
for the channels we want.

670 We should have competition for cable services in Penfield.  Our current rates are
very over priced for the quality of service delivered.  Also we should be able to pay
for only the channels we want and not chose to subscribe to "standard"
programming that includes channels we are not viewing and never will.

681 Should be able to order a la carte channels instead of being stuck with garbage I
don't want.  Too many selling channels and self interest channels.

682 Complaint on "on demand" locations with the movie channels; remove "on
demand" movie channels to the end of them.  They currently are in between and
slow the channel surfing.

693 Been on a fixed income for 18 years.  Can not afford another rate increase.  What
happened to the assurance, before congressional committee, rates will level off
after deregulation?  In the last 10 years total rates for basic/standard has doubled. 
Many channels on standard are never look at such as
3/5/6/28/29/39/40/41/42/43/48/49/59/62/

701 Need to offer different  packages to reduce consumer cost and allow us to pick the
stations we want not what TW thinks we should take cafeteria style.

702 The price is too high - we should be able to choose only the channels we want -
why should we pay for all channels

707 I detest having to pay to watch paid advertising on channel 65 during the week and
practically every channel on the weekends.  I don't want to watch or have to pay for
that crap.  I worked too hard for my money.  The rates keep going up and my pay
check stays the same.  I am all for cancelling cable altogether!  Thank God for
videos.

716 I only watch one channel within the basic offering and no more than 3 channels
outside of the basic offering.  The charge for this viewing profile is exorbitant.
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721 TW's handling of customer telephone calls has improved.  Channel 12 is important
to me.  I am not happy with programming on channels 20-99.  Same  on two
channels, etc.  We watch 20-24 of the total channels on a regular basis.  Thank you
for conducting this survey.

723 I would like to see a return to the availability of premium channels such HBO
without having to pay the extra charge for the box.

727 We live in Penfield, but our children attend Webster schools.  Better access should
be given to the community channels for Webster school events and athletics.

733 Reduce rates; improvement of programming options; charge a per channel price -
no more dictated bundled packages.

734 Webster shows shows like Combat - are they unavailable elsewhere?  Can't
Penfield show them??

739 Cable leading in to the house was hanging down; Should be two community
channels instead of three; you should be able to pay for the channels individually
not as a package.

744 I would like to pay for channels I look at.  I am not interested in Spanish and
religious channels and BET channels.

754 PCTV (Ch 15) not important but nice to have; I like broadcasts of high school
concerts, etc.

755 Should be able to pay only for the cable channels that a household wishes to watch,
not pay for all the other channels that are of no interest.

769 I would like to see TWC put out a list of a la carte services.  With digital
technology, I should only have to pay for the channels I desire to watch, not MTV,
etc.

774 No PEG channels, we pay enough fees and taxes.

777 It would be nice to be able to pick only channels over #20 you would want

788 Fix the local stations - they are poor.  Get the ice channel.

806 There are too many channels for too much money.

818 Maintain channels 42 and 17 please.

819 More channels and Outdoor Channel
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830 We have DirecTV with our own antennae and although we live in Penfield we
receive Webster community.  We switched from TW to DTV 3 years ago and it is
cheaper, you get more s, and a clearer picture.

842 In this survey it would ne nice to have a rating between Satisfactory and Excellent. 
The cost of TW services seem high.  I would be nice to have more options in the
way they bundle channels for different costs.

845 Cable rates are way too high.  That's what happens when a monopoly exists.  Why
doesn't the town do something about it?  Most people only watch a small number
of channels, yet we have to pay for all the channels with little choice.  I want to be
able to choose a small number of channels and just pay for them.  I have to pay for
60-something channels, 50 of which I don't watch.

853 All channels should be a la carte.  We don't like paying for unnecessary channels. 
The price is too exorbitant to not have selection options.

878 Go down to 2 community channels.  Should not have to pay extra for additional
channels (DIY network and Fine Living) should be able to choose what channels
you want

881 Less sports - newer movies and fewer re-runs

882 TW gives good service but it is very expensive.  I would like to see more cable
competition so we have more choices.

906 TW pricing is erratic and unfair.  I have asked several times for a price list and
received none.  Everyone I know pays a different price.  I want a la carte
programming.

921 I would rather pay for the channels I want.  Not having to pay for what I don't want. 
There are too many telemarketing channels.

925 Other TW customers in the same neighborhood have additional channels and
services at the same cost I pay.  Canandaigua and Webster get many more channels
(Animal Planet and Soap TV) for "standard" service.

927 Too expensive for the bullshit you provide.  If you want to improve something
offer more a la carte channels.

942 Would like option for cable service with only 10-20 channels for moderate cost. 
Cancelled cable.  Would use it if a moderate ($15-25 per month) option was
available.
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954 Pay for channels a la carte.  Add on screen guide; Syracuse has this with basic
cable.  Lower monthly rates.  Do not like paying for channels we never watch when
you add them.

972 Picture and sound quality on 8, 10 and 13 are poor.  I'd like to know why I have to
pay for 2 Spanish channels that never watch.

973 Why can't we order and play for only the channels we desire.  Cost is now or soon
will be prohibitive.

977 Too much repetition; dominated by sports; need more variety; more family s and
movies; entirely too much sex and its available to children; should be able to
choose what stations you want to pay for, forced to pay for channels we don't like
or use.  We would like to see TV get back to what is was in the 1950's.  Lots of
fame shows, wonderful movies.  Not nudity all 24 hours long.  We had good family
viewing which we used to hurry home to watch like Milton Berle.  Bob Hope.  Ed
Sullivan.  And so many wonder

986 Very poor s - at times there is nothing worth watching.

991 Better programming in summer months

993 Rates are too high for other than basic service.  Should be able to pick and choose
channels.

1004 Cable TV needs to have choice in programming.  I would eliminate ½ of the
channels.  I would support the additional PEG programming if TW would in turn
reduce my cable bill.  It's crazy.  I do not watch any of the Christian stations nor the
Spanish speaking stations, nor the ones dedicated to Blacks.  I need choice in
programming and reduced cost - the expense is ridiculous.  The programming is
terrible.

1010 I want local stations available on Dish Network.  I don't get PCTV.

1012 Charge only for the cable channels we want and eliminate the channels we do not
want

1017 Competition is needed as rates are too high (compared to Newport News, VA). 
The new digital sports package is a rip off.  I don't have or want digital so if I'm to
lose sports channels which I want, lower my rates.  With local news available on
channels 7, 8, 10, 11 and 13 why have channel 9 at all?  Eliminate this needless
duplication of service and lower our cable rates accordingly.
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1025 Content on PCTV is poor - we never receive credit for outages.  It would be
beneficial if Penfield residents in the Webster school district received a Webster
cable channel for school district events, athletic info, Board of Education meetings,
etc.

1028 What is being offered in the place of channels 4, 12, and 15?

1035 I would like TW to offer NFL football package.

1037 Cable bill is already too high and service has declined for regular digital with all
this "on demand" TV.  Cheaper rates for multiple TVs on digital; either cheaper
digital programs or better programming; of all the gazillion channels, most are
garbage and we never watch them.  Why not let customers select 10-20 channels
they will watch; who cares about the hopscotch channel anyway?  We don't need a
new PCTV channel - incorporate announcements into the current channel.

1045 Empire Sports Channel on standard cable service not on digital premium channel

1046 Base charges only on channels selected by customer

1047 Terminate our service and remove the cable from a pole to our house; get rid of
Time Warner.  Their rates are outrageous and I don't need 6 more religious
channels and 3 more sports channels.

1054 Service packages of number of channels is not what public wants.  We have
discontinued service once due to our consideration that price much higher than
value offered.  We believe they will cherry pick channel groups (sports) and then
offer only for extra fee.  Most channels offer programming we are uninterested in
they seem to always ask our preferences and then not follow and not explain why
they have followed a different path.

1084 Compared to other communities this size, service is very expensive and there are
too many not-interesting channels included.  Please add competition and more
channel selection ability.

1103 Much of Penfield is in the Webster School District.  It would be nice to see school
sports, etc. from Webster too.

1109 We receive too little value for the price.  We should be offered a pay per view
menu.  Too many channels of no interest, e.g.: Home Shopping, Foreign Speaking.

1110 Very few people watch town meeting programs, I believe.  You should do a survey
to find out about this.  There are enough self improvement shows on cable now. 
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There is no reason to have more than one community channel in Penfield.  The
Penfield Community newspaper is sufficient; we don't need both.  Lower the rates. 
Relatives in Florida have the same channels and they pay half of what we pay for a
month of cable.  So do relatives in the southern tier of NY state.

1116 Cost is way too high and movie selection is poor.

1133 The last time I called TW was for a RR outage.  Put all local programs on one or
two community channels.

1135 Increased flexibility to receive only the cable channels subscribers want rather than
forced to accept.  Smaller, flexible programming packages of programming - rather
than mass numbers of channels that I am not interested in. 

1136 Would like to see a charge for individual channels rather than a bundle of channels
several of which are of no interest.

1156 I am undecided about a competitor for TW - would they use TWs lines or install
their own?  Penfield has, and uses, cable TV to communicate with their residents
more than any other community.  Some of it repeats on the two channels I access
(12 & 15) so I don't think they need more channels.  Overall TW is good.

1158 TW's installation practices are poor - it depends on the crew.  Better rates for the
more channels you sign up for. And more selections for different kinds of packages
without paying for programs and channels we don't want.

1159 Do not like how TW groups channels into special packages - not a la carte or all
inclusive in Digital package.  For example, new Sports Tier taking away Empire
Sports from digital subscription.  Competition will be good.

1162 Last time I called TW it was to complain that Empire Sports was being moved
from standard cable and not accessible to analog customers.

1164 Last time I called TW it was to say I would like only a few more channels added
such as 26 and 56 and not have to pay for other channels that won't be used.

1165 Cheaper, no packages, free channels

1167 In Webster School District - would like both!

1181 We could use more varied programs on cable twelve - maybe local artists,
gardening, cooking, old movies, cartoons, parades.  Some viewers are shut ins.

1183 TW charges too much - would like more choice, specifically the ability to choose
just a few stations.
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1195 Should not be a monopoly - should allow customer choice of channels, no bundling

1198 I think we should pay for the channels we use. $50 is a lot of money to bring in
three extra channels for us.  When I called TW last there was a lot of waiting time.

1224 First off, I would like to thank you for asking my opinion on TW.  Now the fact of
the matter is I have been so dissatisfied with TW overall.  I moved to Penfield in
October 2002, a brand new customer, I asked TW if they had any specials for new
customers or any deals.  I had a verbal quote for the installation, the persons' name
who gave it to me, and the day my cable was installed the service man gave me a
bill that matched the quote; I wrote a check for the full amount and then I received
a bill for way

1225 Why can I not receive HBO, Showtime, etc. without a special box that costs an
extra $6 a month for each television.  Penfield should research other cable
companies - TW needs competition.  Why do we need a box to receive HBO and
Showtime with an extra cost factor of $6 per month per TV?

1245 Pricing policy – too many useless stations too high a price on standard.  Would
rather see more cost per channel options and few standard stations.

1254 Return movie channels to movies only.  Many customers can not afford to go
digital to get movies, especially old people on fixed incomes.

1257 We only need Channel 12 community station.  Being a Penfield resident but
Webster schools it would be nice to see more Webster school meetings live.

1261 I want the Hallmark channel

1266 The price is too high.  The channel choices are repetitive and unappealing.  We
don't subscribe because of these two facts.  They are two strikes.  It is a lose-lose.

1268 Rates are too high and we should not have to pay for foreign language channels . 
There should also be a lower rate for people not wanting all channels that TW
elects for viewing.

1282 I think the cable company should allow me to choose the stations that I want so I
could lower my cost.  Every year more stations are added that I do not want and it
just ups my costs.  Now they are adding porn that I definitely do not want.  If I
cannot drop the station I am going to have to drop cable.

1288 State of the art cable is important but where do we get it?  They are way over
priced.  When you call for service it is always 2-3 days until you see someone. 
Customer service reps are rude.  Cable rates are high.  All you get for $62 a month
is paid programming and news on 15 channels.  Repeat movies all the time.  Cable
sucks.  Digital is from about channel 105 and up and I am supposed to be paying
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for Digital on all channels not 1/3 of the channels.  Programs suck 3/4 of the time
they are repeats

1289 I would like to be able to order specific channels - I do not watch and am not
interested in many of the channels I must subscribe to, in order to get the 5-6 I
want.

1292 Better selection of evening movies.  Too many repeats of same 10 movies.

1293 Better pricing - fewer channels devoted to selling 24 hours a day

1296 We have 70 cable stations and watch about 8.  We should not have to pay for
infomercials, QVC, etc.  We have relatives around the country and no one pays
near the price we do for cable.

1301 An a la carte cable service would be welcome

1303 We do not need channel 15

1319 I request Outdoor Life Network

1342 Digital service offers crisp clear pictures, but only if you have a digital TV,
otherwise there is no difference.  At times, we lose the picture briefly.  During the
ice storm I never received any credit for down time.  I agree with TW about
cancelling the community channels only if it will save money for the cable
subscriber.  75% of programs aired are useless, ridiculous or repeats.  And the cost
to channel surf is ridiculous.  It's too bad you can't buy a new television that has an
internal receiver.

1348 Cable TV is way too expensive with far too many advertisements.  There should be
a package reduced rate for cable television with Road Runner.

1370 They need to offer pay per channel.  I don't see why I have to pay for channels I
don't watch.  For PCTV offer local advertising to fund the channel.

1375 I don't recall ever receiving credit for cable outages.  While I recognize it is
impossible to customize channel offerings for each customer, it might be nice to
have a few more group options as we now pay for a number of channels we never
view.

1377 There needs to be competition.  Time Warner dictates rates which outpace
inflation, and what channels are available.  They give you a lot of channels you
don't want under basic and Standard service, and charge you extra for the ones you
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want.  Competition is critical.

1395 Would like to see documentaries (as in Brockport) on channel 12

1405 Reduce the government channels

1410 I would like a simulcast signal of HDTV programming.  For example the
Superbowl is transmitted in both HDTV and standard analog.  However, only
analog version is available through our cable network.

1427 Should be able to pick your own channels.  Way too many which we don't watch
but have to pay for.  Cable is getting out of hand with cost.

1430 I would like to see more programming and less new, weather, sports and religious
channels.

1448 Webster community TV is important to me - my kids are in Webster schools. 
Penfield cable needs to accommodate residents with children in the Webster school
district.  We can't access the high school broadcasts, special events, and board
meetings on a timely basis.

1451 The last time I called TW I attempted to order pay per view but it didn't work. 
Stop rerunning old hobby topics, get new ones.

1452 It would be okay to eliminate channel 4 but not 12 and 15

1462 I would like the opportunity to choose among more than one cable provider.  I
would like more flexibility in choosing individual channels rather than just a basic
group or standard group.

1470 Movement of channels to Digital tier forces customers to purchase extra equipment
and services they don't want.  This is unfair bundling and must be stopped.

1478 Could you get the NFL ticket on cable?

1482 Be able to a la carte stations from TW

1484 We need more competition and need to be able to pay a la carte for channels we
want.  There are at least 10 of the channels offered that we never use.

1507 There are too many channels that we never watch that we must pay for like the
Selling channels and the Spanish speaking channels, etc.  Monthly prices are too
high - we are now paying $49.14 and that is too high for what little we watch. We
should be able to pick the very channels we watch and only pay for those channels. 
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Thank you.

1510 Keep on one of the current channels either 4, 12 or 15.

1513 I am very frustrated by the fact that people who have the same standard service
from TW in Syracuse get more channels, i.e., National Geographic channel and
they pay less.  The Public Service Commission needs to have this brought to their
attention.

1515 Price is very excessive - should be able to pay and choose only the channels you
wish to view.  Cable gives free cable (maximum) to all their employees and our
rates keep rising with approved rate increases.

1520 Penfield residents can't see Webster school cable.  We should be able to see WHS
functions, sport, etc.

1529 What would replace 4, 12 and 15 if TW reduced them?  I believe that with
competition the public benefits.

1544 Cable rates - too high for the kind of programs received.

1569 We are on the border of Penfield and Webster with our children in Webster
schools.  We can never watch their events on Channel 12 or 15 which is sad.  I
know no one in Penfield so those Penfield only channels are useless to me.

1570 Lower price better channel selection

1572 PCTV audio and video quality is terrible; cable system should offer more HDTV
channels

1584 Want availability of 100% digital service, including local channels.  Want to know
when HDTV is planned to be available. 

1592 Need to pick own channels - do no watch a lot of channels we get

1593 Cost is an issue, the programs contain so many re runs and often shows on
premium channels are also run on 20-99.  Not having cable is not an option if one
desires a decent picture.  Also, while this is not your problem, commercials are too
long and resent them on channels I pay to view.  At one time cable equaled no ads. 
Now we often find we wonder what we are paying for – answer an over normal
amount for commercials and that is very frustrating financially.

1597 A la carte and no more PEG channels
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1615 The monthly charge for standard cable channels is excessive especially when they
repeat the same programs over and over; TW leaves a lot to be desired.

1623 Where is HDTV?
1626 PCTV is too much of some people and gets tiresome to me

1630 PCTV is nice, but how many actually watch

1631 I think the rate for digital is too high.  Analog is also high.  There are too many
shopping programs.

1638 I would like to see more than one program provider on the cable network.  Also
other improvements in the rate structure are needed: with the increase in
advertisements time per program a decrease in rates should be implemented.  Non
entertainment channels should be optional and if within a package of channels they
should directly reduce one's rate/cost.  When a channel runs "info-mercials" where
for 30 minutes or an hour. All that is available is a commercial a credit to ones
monthly bill should apply.

1684 Thank you for not blindly renewing the TW contract.  Rate are the single biggest
complaint.  Next, channel tiering has poor channel assortment.  Need a la carte
system.  We have been strongly considering dropping cable because the rates are
way too high.  And you don't even get the channels you want unless you subscribe
to the top tier.  Channel 9 (R-News) is great; should be kept and should be in basic
tier or better yet, it's a local channel.  So make it free like other local channels 8, 10
and 13.

1690 What about Webster School district residents?  Consider broadcasting live
programs of the BoEd from Webster.

1696 Road Runner costs too much.  Competition should help.  On analog service why
does TW not include TV Guide channel (scrolling what's on channel) as they do in
the souther tier.  And they don't pay extra for it in Elmira.

1697 Cable is too expensive. Community television stations are important but only if the
cost to community is low and the control of what is aired is left to the community. 
The cost of cable TV must be lower or cable TV will lose customers as people seek
lower cost alternatives.

1701 Too many channels advertising – need more channels that add value.

1704 Bunching select channels is all or nothing.  Want to see the ability to select only
channels watched.  TWs prices are too high and can't use a dish - tried, poor signal
- trees.  No competition.
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1706 I am very concerned that channel 52 - Empire Sports - may be dropped.  That's the
Sabers.  Also, cost is doubled in 10 years.  Ridiculous.

1725 Eliminate community TV.  More entertainment television.

1731 Ice storm took down cable line from pole to house.  But no service was lost.  Put
announcements on channel 12 and eliminate channel 1.

1733 Instead of charging $39.33 for channels 20-99 offer a block of 25-30 channels for
less ($25?) Then package the others in blocks or let them be purchased a la carte.

1742 Work toward a better selection of programs.  And set up a system by which
channels can be selected by the subscriber.  I have no interest in half of the
channels that I am required to purchase.

1744 Community cable is worthless to me without a published schedule.

1746 Why can't we get WCTV?

1749 There needs to be competition in the area so that TW is forced to offer better
quality products and lower rates.  There needs to be a focus and priority put on
bringing more high definition programming to Rochester.  Even Buffalo has HD
stations - where are ours?

1759 Wrestling  - but it is too expensive; $40 for 3 hours??

1771 Cancelled Road Runner - went from $20 per month to $40.  Twenty dollars was 6
month special rate but for the price to double is ridiculous.  After requesting
cancellation they were willing to drop the price to $30.  The existing PCTV
channels are enough.  Subscribing to cable is like buying a car – if willing to ask
about a better price you can usually get one.

1783 Do not subscribe to TW cable TV service because we would receive Webster
community access instead of Penfield (where we live) and I would like to receive
Penfield community government access channels.

1785 Cable rates too high.  I am paying for channels that I don't want and have no choice
as to what channels I do want to pay for.  Rates are way too high.  Too many repeat
shows.  Increased costs each year exceed cost of the benefit .  We need competition
and lower prices.

1786 We need more hours on the DVR box
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1788 I would like to see some decent programs; less violence and sex.  More family
oriented programs.

1797 On a pro-rated basis I think subscriber should be able to sign up for the channels
desired, and not forced to pay for channels not wanted in a "package" deal.

1806 I am not much of a TV fan, most stuff is half-ass/so-so.

1821 Would like to have a choice of channels that we subscribe to as basic and standard
and upgraded; eliminate all special town and other agency fees added to monthly
bills; town employee not hired/contracted agency should negotiate fee, etc. with
cable provider

1830 No one watches channel 4 - it is a wasted channel.  Not happy with the removal of
the Empire Sports channel going to digital.  That will cost about $12 now to keep. 
My husband enjoys the lacrosse games on that channel and he is now considering
satellite.

1843 Let the customer pick the stations they would like to see.  51/52/53 have the same
program playing some times.  One station can be used to buy material instead of 2
or 3.  Do not need Spanish station.

1886 Movies offered are poor as well as overall programming

1892 Revise channel line up; too many channels broadcasting the same subject - sports,
news. Etc. Way too many infomercial channels.

1897 Where I lived before moving to Penfield,  the dish cost half of what this cable
costs.  Also dish didn't have audio difference between channels.  When switching
from a quiet channel you can come to a channel that blows your speakers out.  Dish
had more movies and sports at a better price.

1902 Would like to pick only the channels wanted, and pay for them only

1910 More competition and cheaper rates and NFL ticket
1911 Channels 8/10/13 had very poor quality and should be able to pay for channels

used, not a package.  Never receive credits for ice storm outage.  We felt cost of
cable TV was getting way too high so we changed to satellite.

1915 Select and pay for channels we want, not blocks that force us to take the bad with
the good

1919 Would like to see costs reduced!  Pricing should be based on usage.  95% of
channels are worthless.  Why must we now pay more for Empire (Ch. 52)? 
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Eliminate other programs to reduce costs or at least keep costs the same.  Cost
increases are absurd and need to stop.

1926 For the poor programming, consistent network repeats, and channel selection the
TW rates are outrageous.  The billing for the amount of channels and continuing
terrible programming is outrageous.  TW has no competition so they have a
monopoly on the market and take full advantage of it.  There are more times than
not that we flip through all of the channels provided and there is virtually nothing
to watch that is not a repeat or on consecutively over and over. 

1936 More stations including local(which broadcast already over air) in High Definition.

1939 Never received credit for storm outage; I would like to see rates reduced.  I would
like to see less smut on TV - more educational programs.  I would like to get
Brigham Young University from Utah.
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